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CHAPTER 1 

FORCE AIIALYS1S MANAGEMENT 

Section I.    INTRODUCTION 

1. PURPOSE.     The DIVWAG Statement of Work required the design, development, 
and validation of  (1)   an analytical methodology  for determining the effective- 
ness of a single  force and (2) an analytical methodology for comparing 
alternative forces.     The evaluation and comparison methodologies developed 
tu fulfill these requirements are described in this volume. 

2. SCOPE.     This  chapter provides prospective users of the analytical 
methodologies with guidance in the management of a task involving the 
analysis of division  forces.    The  chapter is oriented to the managerial 
Level rather than the  functional level  to aid the manager of a force  analysis 
Lusk in planning and  organizing the task effort to meet the analysis objec- 
tives.     This chapter emphasizes  the use of  computer-assisted war gaming in 
the solution of force analysis problems; but the philosophies and techniques 
are applicable to the management  of analysis  tasks employing a variety of 
analytical methods.     Chapter 2 is devoted to the methodology for evaluating 
the effectiveness of  a single force.     Chapter 3 describes the methodology 
for comparing alternative forces. Chapters 2 and 3 are oriented to the 
functional level managers and provide procedures and techniques for the 
application of the analytical methods described therein. 

3. BACKGROUND: 

a.  The ability of management to understand the problem to be solved, to 
design a methodology for its solution, and to develop a plan for the timely 
and efficient execution of the methodology is fundamental to the success of 
any corce analysis. 

(1) The problem to be solved must be analyzed in terms of the 
objectives or purposes of the entire effort, anticipated use of the study 
results, and the resources available for application to the study. 

(2) Once the study problem is understood and clearly defined, an 
appropriate and efficient methodology for its solution must be selected or 
designed.  The methodology must be appropriate in terms of providing usable 
answers or insights to the study problem and efficient in terms of making the 
best possible use of resources within the constraints of the study. 

(3) After the problem and methodology are v.ell defined, the 
development and application of a management plan become of paramount impor- 
tance.  The plan must provide for efficient use of personnel resources, must 
consider calendar time constraints, and must ensure Lhat the study effort 
maintains its direction and that the results are Integrated to fulfill 
study objectives. 

1-1 
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b. War games are the primary analytical tools to pislst in the orderly 
examlnat'on of conflict situations involving military units and systems.    The 
entire framework of a war game is open for inspection by a force planner so 
that the applicability of game results  to hardware procurement and organiza- 
tional development can be studied in detail. 

c. War games can support research in a variety of ways.    They can, even 
in their formulätive stages, provic'e considerable broad general insight into 
critical problems in study areas;   they can generate distributions of outcomes 
of play of specific situations; and they can function as pseudo-experiments, 
producing data for analysis after the plays are completed. 

d. The last,   analytic, mode is possible only when efforts have been made 
to ensure that  the required elements of game record,  or data,  are available. 
Given a Msic operational structure of movement,  contact, and battle between 
the opposing resolved units,  the approach is one of introducing detailed 
simulations of the real world events to be studied.     These simulations result 
from cooperative effort between the game staff and the analysts of the propo- 
nent agency.     Research objectives  are used to develop the simulation models, 
rules of play,  and assessment procedures  that ensure events pertinent to the 
problems do occur in the course of play and that the desired data for analysis 
are taken.     One criticism that has been leveled against  the conduct of war 
games Is  that the analysts have conspicuously failed  to reap the rewards in 
doing analytic  research based on data from their games.     A point easily lost 
is  that  the play of the war game merely produces data for detailed analysis. 
The  datii produced  from the play of  the war game must he interpreted and 
evaluated to produce  insights,  findings,  and conclusions that ar« valid for 
the situation being simulated in the game;  reliable in  the sense that  repeated 
play  of  the same plans and     -L UT conditions wou.Td yield similar  results 
within  the limits of  ohance variation;  and useful  for predicting results  for 
related situations.     The actual results of the game must be analyzed,  and the 
analysis must  also appraise the validity of the input data,  the rules  and 
assumptions  made,   the  availability  of  resources  consumed,  and  the strategy 
and tactics utilized by the player teams.    Such analysis can be a great source 
of  information to the sponsor of the study effort and can h«>lp justify the 

xpense of  the  game.     Applying a structural methodology  to    he output  of  the 
war  game takes  it out  of the realm of philosophy and back into the science 
of operations  research. 

e. The analytical methodologies described  in detail in subsequent 
chapters are presented  in the order in which they will be generally conducted. 
This   jrder is depicted diagramatically in Figure 1-1.     The numbers appearing 
on  the diagram are keyed to the step numbers of the following explanation. 

(1)    Step 1.     The initial step in the application of tue methodology 
will  be  receipt of inputs  for  t.'ie v ir game.    Principal  inputs will  be  the 
division  force design(s)   togethei  ..ith  the appropriate scenario,  threat, 
environment,  and other information relating to organizations, weapons, and 
doctrine as   required. 

1-2 
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(2) Step  2.     A  thorough analysis  of  the  inputs is  essential to ensure 
the elements  for analysis  are complete,   accurate,  and  understood by  the evalu- 
ator.     The analysis will  include,  but not be limited  to,  the enemy situation 
(threat),  geographical  area of operations,   friendly  situation,  mission,  con- 
cept  of operations,  allied forces  situation  (if appropriate),  constraints, 
and assumptions. 

(3) Step 3.     Pregame preparations will ensure compatibility of  the 
objectives and the analytical tools.    The data base will be updated and 
augmented as  required  for play.     The player and  controller teams will be 
organized and  oriented.     Measures  of effectiveness will be selected  from 
the  total array of MOE  developed  to guide  the effort. 

(4) Step 4.     Dynamic  game play will  commence.     Event  cycling,   as 
well  as periodic evaluation and redirection of  game play, will permit more 
than one game  to be played simultaneously,  provided  game facilities,  computer 
support,  and personnel  are available.    As dynamic play  of each alternative 
force design is  completed,   the game director,   game  teams,  and operations 
research and  systems  analysts will analyze the game  results  using the  force 
evaluation methodology  to ensure  the objectives  are met  and  credible output 
is  available.     The combat effectiveness  of  the  force will be evaluated using 
the  force evaluation methodology described  in Chapter  2. 

(5) Step 5.     As  each division  force design is  gamed and analyzed, 
results will be arra>ed  for comparison with another  or  other force design(s). 
Major effectiveness  measures of  the  force designs will be collated and ana- 
lyzed to establish  the  strengths and weaknesses of  each and to establish 
relative merit  among alternatives.    Analyses  of  the  arrayed measures of 
effectiveness  using the  comparative methodology vill  result in a rank ordering 
of  the  forces.     The  comparative methodology  is  described in detail in 
Chapter  3. 

(6) Step 6. The project team will document the results of pregame 
analysis and preparation, major facets of game play and force analysis, and 
results  of comparison of  alternative division  torce  designs. 

4.     ORGANIZATION.     The  preceding paragraphs  have  provided an overview of  the 
purpose  and  content  of  this volume and discussed  the  requirement  for an over- 
all management  concept  of  a force  analysis  problem.     Section II discusses 
the philosophy and development of war gaming and  culminates in a description 
of  the  application of  computer-assinted war gaming  to  force  analysis  problems. 
Section  III  discusses   the management of  a  force analysis problem from initial 
preparation,   through  production of data,   to application of analytical 
methodologies. 
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Section II. EVOLUTION OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED WAR GAMING 

5.  THE PHILOSOPHY OF GAMES: 

a, üescriptlon of a Game: 

(1) A game is a form of human endeavor, sometimes recreational, 
distinguished from other forms of activity by having rules and a payo'if.  In 
return for adhering to the rules, the player receives a reward.  The rules 
are arbitrary, and many payoff schemes exist. Payoff can be determined by 
chance, as in dice or roulette; a function of skill, as in stud poker, busi- 
ness, or football; or, in the British sense, obtained from playing the game 
with class (win or lose), as in wai;.  Some games are personally competitive, 
one player's gain being another player's loss. Competition adds to player 
interest; however, the most interesting games, with all due respect to the 
adherents of craps, roalette, and basketball, are the intellectual ones. 

(2) Intellectual games have extensions in time, both past and future. 
liacli action by a player produces a new  state (situation), and each action is 
a function of the existing state; therefore, each action by a player is 
dependent on all the past actions taken by players.  In addition, a player is 
requirt^ to project into the future the events that his action will unleash. 
Reward a:crues to the player who can most successfully accomplish the projec- 
tion.  Ihe game becomes an intricate, changing tapestry, which takes on the 
form of all the pas. decisions of the players. Chess, war, politics, and 
billiards are examples of gabies with extensions in time. 

b. Characteristics of a War Game: 

(1) A war game is a game having as its goal the replication of one 
or more of the manifestations of war; that is, the states through which the 
game passes should be similar, to some degree of detail, to situations 
encountered in war. The generation of this similarity is accomplished Hy 
requiring that the game rules and payoff calculations interact in a way that 
transitions a starting state, assumed to be realistic, to successive realistic 
states.  Each action by a gaiie player, done in accordance with the game rules, 
results in a payoff calculation, which in turn produces a new game state.  The 
cycle then repeats (Figurt 1-2). 

(2) Identification of the rules constitutes a prco^em in war gaming. 
If the rules were immutable, they could be written down and machines taught 
to play a passable game.^- This technique is, in fact, used for tiny wars; 

1.  Even if the rules can be written down, there is no gua-antee that a 
machine can be taught to play a good game. A prime example is chess. The 
heuristics of searching the future for a good move are inadequately under- 
stood even for this ancient and well-studied game. 
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and simulations, untouched by human hands, come Into their own.  For grand 
wars, however, some of the rules for the replicating game are expressed as 
constraints on player actions.  This e.pression of constraints takes the 
form of player conformity to what he and the other players regard as generally 
accepted normal behavior. Normal behavior may admit very few choices for a 
player decision, or alternatively, a continuous band of choices. 

(3) The other rules, those which do not constrain player action, 
concern translating the existing situation plus the player decision into the 
next situation.  It is important for the player to understand these rules; 
otherwise, he will have no appreciation of the consequences of his actions, 
and the final game situation will be nothing more than a random event.  It is 
axioiratlc among those who devise the rules for translating the game situation 
plus decisions into the next situation (i.e., model builders) that players 
should not know how this is done.  It needs to be understood that the require- 
ment for such an axiom implies subterfuge on the part of model builders. 

(4) AJ "hough machines can be taught to play games, it is generally 
accepted that use of the word "game" implies human participation.  Since some 
games are used, not for entertainment, but for the study of war, an under- 
standing of the merits of simulations (machine games) and war games (human 
gamers) becomes necessary.  There are four valid reasons for ising a human 
player in the replication of war: 

The player is to be trained. 

A human player is innovative. 

The player rules cannot be formalized to a degree adequate for 
programming a machine. 

The player rules are so involved that machine programming 
becomes inefficient and wasteful. 

The training of a player 
designed especially for t 
ment for innovation, has 
sophistication requiring 
with another rather than 
remaining two reasons for 
the human player is used 
simplifying the model bui 
generated for the person 

is a valid reason only for that class of games 
raining purposes.  The second reason, the require- 
oome to be discouraged, the result of a level of 
that a series of games be absolutely comparable one 
a sequence in an optimization scheme.  Thus, the 
using human players in war gaming are operative; 
from necessity rather than choice.  The return for 
Ider's task apparently overshadows the difficulties 
responsible for making comparisons among games. 

(5)  In practice the necessity for using a human does not exclude the 
machine player.  The process of transitioning a game from one state to the 
next is gradually being taken over by computers, and it is natural to let the 
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machine play SITKIII gamo« .uul eliminate some ol Uie arbitrary rules.   Tin.' 
result ol tliis tread is affecting tne design of war games,  ilore and more the 
design of a game is becoming a macter of selecting the man-macliine interface 
ecnelon.  Above some echelon, the nan makes the decisions; below, the machine 
makes the decisions. 

(6) Despite the ambiguities introduced by a human player, a war game 
is a valuable analytical procedure.  Problems that can be treated in no other 
way can be studied in a war game.  This class includes large problems , complex 
problems, and problems that are not well understood.  The production of a 
sequence of game states amounts to the fragmenting of a large problem into a 
set of smaller interconnected problems, and the decisions required at each 
game state focus the attention of the player on tne important elements of the 
problem.  An effective war game produces a number of subproblems, which may 
be much more amenable to analysis. 

(7) A significant characteristic of a war game is that its successful 
conduct requires a tremendous amount of communication.  Often this communica- 
tion must take place among players with diverse skills and backgrounds.  The 
analyst must explain to the player why he must know certain things, the player 
must explain military tactics to the rule keeper (model builder), and the 
whole game must be explained to sponsors who were not players. 

(8) War games also have disadvantages, including: 

Results are replicable only with great difficulty. 

Value of a game is a direct function of the skill of the game team. 
An effective team is difficult to build, and there are no mediocre 
ones.  They are either good or very bad. 

Results are more subject to controversy than those generated by 
machines.  (A computer's subjective judgments are more easily 
concealed.) 

A game is more subject to external pressure.  (Computer decisions 
can be manipulated also, but only overtly and with difficulty.) 

1.     The elimination of arbitrary rules is good; however, in many cases 
tic rules are based on experience.  Replacement of the experience base with 

i pourlv taught machine is not good. 
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3. A more basic purpose  for  a war game was expressed by an unnamed WWII 
(ieneral of  the Greater German Empire who stated,  "The purpose  of the exercise 
was  to provide  the opportunity  for  raising and discussing controversial 
problems with  a selected  and  critical  circle."     (War Games,  Office of  Military 
History,   Department of  the Army, Washington,  D.C.,  1952.) 

4. J.P.   Young,  A Survey of Historical Developments  in War Games, 
()RO-SP-98,   Operations Research Office,  Bethesda,  Maryland,  1959. 
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c.     Classification of War Games.    War games are classified by describing 
the purpose,   the  form,  and the information constraint. 

(1) The purpose of a game may be to train players, to test opera- 
tional plans, or to research the composition and conduct of forces used in 
war. 3 

(2) The  form of a game may be either  free or rigid.     These terms are 
historical and refer to the relative dependence of the game on formalized 
rules.     A rigid game depends  entirely on rules.     Transition of  the  game  from 
one  state  to  the other is determined from tables and calculations.     The 
results of player decisions  are determined by reference to rules.     Opposed 
to the  rigid  game  is  the  free  game.     In  the  free game a controller decides 
issues  solely  on the basis  of his  judgment.     A free game is very  fast,  more 
fun,   and possibly,  nearly  as  effective  as  a rigid game.      Most war games  are 
a mixture  of   free  and rigid, with a  recent steep  trend  toward  the use  of 
rigid games  in  research. 

(3) Classification of a game according to information constraint 
determines what  the players are allowed to know about each other.     In  a 
completely  open game total information is provided each player.     In a  closed 
game only certain elements of the game state of the opposing player are 
known.     Game  rules decide what  information to provide.     It  can become  a game 
refinement  to  let  these rules  correspond  to  the information-collecting 
capability of the player.     An open game  is  advantageous when speed of play or 
increased  management control is  required.     Although information  constraint 
and  speed  of play or management  control do not  appear to be correlated,   they 
are  in  fact  related inexorably  for most  modern war games.     Intelligence play 
has become an absolute requirement  for a war game.    Even if  a player has 
100 percent  knowledge of his  opponent,  an open game, he  can act  only on  the 
knowledge  that he  might reasonably be expected  to gain in real  life.     Ma 
result,   there is no apparent difference between the events of an open game 
and  the events of a closed game.     As  a practical matter the  difference  occurs 
in  the way   the  gaming staff  is  organized. 

(a)     In organizing for  an  open game,  the staff controlling  the 
game  and  the player staffs  are  formed  into  a single committee  chaired by the 
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game director.  The players become functional specialists whose purpose is to 
jffer advice.  The game decision base becomes flexible and, in the extreme, 
may consist only of the game director.^ The result of this organization and 
the resultant narrowed decision base is a reduction in the requirement for 
mulLipoint communication, always a time consumer, and a reduction in the 
occurrence of the unexpected.  The game operates under the guidance of a 
single intellect.  Player sparring and unnecessary activities are eliminated, 
and the operation is very efficient.  An open game, however, has all the 
characteristics of playing Monopoly with onese]f.  It is very hard to be 
creative and very easy to be bored and mediocre. Much can be learned of 
rules, but very seldom can the Intellect be really challenged.  An open game 
is an effective user of time and things, and a very inadequate user of human 
resources. 

(b)  The closed game is an almost exact contrapositive of the 
open game. What the closed game does well, the open game does not, and vice 
versa.  A staff that does well on open games will not do well on closed games. 
The converse is also true. A closed game is more realistic for the players. 
They also have their own professionalism at stake. A closed game Is generally 
accompanied by much fire, smoke, and friction, the result of breakdowns in 
communication.  The controlling staff has its work cut out for it, and the 
game management needs patience.  The payoff for this kind of effort is many 
interesting problems and a great deal of insight. Closed games, therefore, 
are ideal for optimization schema. 

6.  DEVELOPMENT OF WAR GAMING: 

a.  A detailed history of the development of war gaming can be found in 
an Operations Research Office document entitled A Survey of Historical 
Developments in War Games.  The reader interested in tracing the development 
and historical applications of war gaming is referred to this excellent 
source.  Basically, the developmental process, which started in prehistory 
and is not yet finished, has produced three types of war games: battle 
chess, rigid war games, and free war games. 

(1) Battle chess became stylized early in the nineteentl century, 
and as a result no longer bears much resemblance to the activity it originally 
represented. 

(2) The development of rigid and free type games (defined in 
Paragraph 5) describes a continuing process of conflict between th'* require- 
ment for speed and the requirement for realism in gaming war. 

b.      Extreme In that this situation represents one end of a continuous 
set of possibilities.  In the sense of describing the normal situation, it 
is not extreme.  The game usually follows the game director, and the staff 
implements his decisions. 

6.  J.P. Young, op. clt. 
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b. During that  period of time when the mathematical arts were making 
their impact  on European culture,  the  rigid war  game was  developing.    War was 
believed  to be  a science that would easily  fit  into a scheme of  rational 
mechanization.     The  loss  of this original naivete was accompanied by a  re- 
action against  tl.2 difficult and voluminous  rules associated with the  rigid 
war games and  the discovery that  increases  in game complexity achieved only 
marginal increases  in game usefulness.     As  a result,  the free game came  into 
vogue in Europe during the late nineteenth  century. 

c. In this country a native contentiousness made it difficult to operate 
a game that did not have formal rules, the difficulty being in finding a con- 
troller whose  judgments would be recognized as valid by  the players.    Whether 

• the rules were  scrupulously used or not,   games with rules  that  could be  in- 
voked  as needed  tended  to become more popular than the  free  games.    The   recent 
conceptualization of  the  research war  game  and  the advent  of a rapid data 
processing capability have reinforced  the  ascendancy of the rigid war  game. 

d. The  laws  governing the  conduct  of  men and war,  and the  applicable 
mathematical  operators,  are no better understood  today than  they have been 
in  the past;   nevertheless,  the art of gaming war has  arrived at  the computer- 
assisted war  game stage.     As  in many other   fields  the ability to store  and 
manipulate information has outpaced the  ability  to sort  the relevant  from 
the irrelevant.     The  final development  of  an effective interface between  man 
and machine  is   still  to be  achieved. 

7.      COMPUTER-ASSISTED WAR GAMING: 

a. There  are  two types  of  computer-assisted war  games,  which may be 
rcforrod  to   as  Type  A and Type  B. 

(1) In  the  Type A game  the  computer  functions only as a  very 
efficient bookkeeper.     Its  functions  are  limited  to elementary  computations 
and  the  formatting of  feedback data.     Decision logic  is not  employed;   thus, 
the personnel  employed in the  game  retain  their  decision-making responsibilities. 

(2) In  a Type B war game the  computer  takes  on all  or some of  the 
responsibility  frr   controlling the  action  of  the  game and plays some 
parts  of   the   game.     Extensive  decision  logic  is   used.     Development  of  Type B 
games  has  the   goal of  restricting human participation  to either key issues 
Cthose   requiring  innovation)   or decisions   absolutely  requiring human  input 
(those   for which   logic   is  not  programmable). 

\ 

b. A pure Type A or Type  B war game  does not  exist.     Existent games   are 
a  mixture;   however,   at  the present  time  most  games are predominantly Type A. 
The  rules   and  calculations  of what  is  philosophically  a hand-operated   game 
are programmed,   and  an interface between  players   and machine  is  defined.     In 
must  rases   rules   are  extended  and more detail  considered because  of  the 
increased  manipulative  capability of   the   computer.     This  extension of   the 
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rules may take the form of incorporating a simulation into the game. In this 
case the simulation is merely an elegant formulation of a rule. The game may 
still be of Type A, because a simulation may or may not describe faithfully a 
situation requiring a representation of human decision making. 

(1) Decision making in a simulation accomplished by using an average 
decision,  a most probable decision,  or the selection of a decision in a random 
fashion from a stated distribution is a disservice to the real thing.    When a 
chain  of such  decisions  is  linked  togsther,  reality mav become  the victim. 

(2) When a decision is represented by a rule/simulation it is assumed 
that the stated result always occurs. For many situations this is true; e.g., 
the squad leader may not have many choices; however, a brigade commander has 
many options. A simulation of brigade activities, used so that a human player 
is required to consider only those decisions required at the division echelon, 
must  consider  decisions  logically. 

c. This  argument identifies  the next  step in the development  of computer- 
assisted war  games,  the realisation of the  true Type B war game.     Human 
decision making considers  future gain.    When the future is uncertain,   the 
human player explores  the decision  tree so  that  future gain mav be estimated. 
The heuristics  of exploring a decision tree must be determined" so  that  the 
co.Tiputer  can be really taught  to game.     Computer simulations  can  then obtain 
results  from decisions based on estimating  future gain instead of  responding 
solely  to the pressures of the present. 

d. The  developers  and users  of   computer-assisted war games  must exercise 
considerable  caution.    The  mathematical requirements are formidable.     This 
caution  is well stated by Young in his  1959  survey of war gaming 9 

Some  differences  of opinion  are being voiced as  to whether  the 
rigid   types of games,   the  computer  or mathematical models, will 
ever  actually give  results which can be applied without  a  great 
amount  of  risk.     Many current  computer games have been reduced 
to absurdities because  of  the simplifying assumptions necessary 
to develop the mathematics which allow the model to  "work."    In 
addition  the results of war  games  are only as  good as  the   input 
data,   and in many cases,  because of   the continuing development 
of new weapons and new methods of warfare,  such  ddta are  lacking 
or based on frequently  optimistic estimates. 

Much basic  research remains   to  be  done. 

/.     Such   functions  are   termed  pathologically bimodal.     In  translation  this 
term means   that   the simulation  is  schizophrenic.    The  result  has   an ill-defined 
rtilationsh ip   ro   the  input. 

B.     A part  of  this process  is   the  self-learning program.     In such programs 
the st'lf-learning concerns   finding heuristics. 

9.      I.P.   Young,   op.   cit. ,  p.   103. 
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Section III.     MANAGEMENT OF A DIVISION FORCE ANALYSIS 

H.      LNTROUUC'iTON.      L'he  foregoing discussion of  gaming was   designed   Lo provide 
tlie  prospective manager of a division  force analysis with  insight  Into the 
nature of  the gaming tools  available to him.     This section highlights  some  of 
the  aspects   of  managing the  analysis   through  three phases: 

Initial preparation for task execution 

Production of evaluation data 

Application of analytical methodologies. 

9.     INITIAL PR   I   RATION FOR TASK EXECUTION.     The receipt of a work directive 
from the sponst^xng agency initiates preparation for  task execution.     Manage- 
ment  consideration must be directed at  several  facets,  including: 

Analysis of  task objectives 

Design of a methodology 

Development of an analysis  plan 

Organization of personnel. 

a.     Analysis  of Task Objectives: 

(1) The task objectives are normal 
agency. They embody the purposes for which 
and imply the nature of the expected result 
task objectives to ensure that they are tho 
and not subject to misinterpretation. The 
must coordinate very closely during this in 
ensure that he communicates to the managers 
objectives; the managers, to ensure thaf th 
objectives  coincides precisely with that of 

ly provided by  the  sponsoring 
the study is  to be conducted 

s.     Management must  analyze the 
roughly understood,  unambiguous, 
sponsor and  the game man^gers 
itial analysis;  the sponsor,  to 
the intent and emphasis  of the 

eir interpretation of  the 
the sponsor. 

(2)     The  number and  complexity   of  analysis  objectives  hear   a direct 
iciationship  Lo   the  study's   chances  of  success.     Lt.   Gen.   Julian J.   Eweli 
(then Major General and Deputy  Commanding General,  U.S.   Army  Combat  Develop- 
nienLs Command)  wrote: 

If   a ro^jor study dlrnctlve asks   ten  or  fifteen major  questions, 
Iti  chances of a successful ending are heavily  compromised  before 
it   gets   underway.     Every  effort should be made  to narrow  a  study 
down to one major question, with four probably  the absolute 
maximum for  a reasonable effort  and   result.     The  narrowing  can 
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only  take place after  considerable  thought as there are 
usually many  (apparently)  logical  alternatives or options. 
However,   after much screening effort,  the supercilious, 
redundant,   inconsistent,  or secondary questions  can be 
determined  and either eliminated  or placed  in a category 
to be answered only if  time  permits....Another facet  of 
the  same problem is  the habit of  mixing large and small 
Issues  in a directive.     This  makes  a study most diffic!_lt. 
A big issue usually requires  a "big grain"  study approach, 
a small issue a "small  grain"  approach.     Mixing them may 
require two studies in effect or  a rather  feeble cut  at 
the  less  important one.^O 

(3) The analysis of task objectives must  include an  appreciation of 
the  intended  use  of  the analysis  results.     By remaining aware of  the potential 
applications   of study results  through all phases  of study performance,   manage- 
ment  can help  to ensure that  the final product  of  the analysis meets  the 
sponsor's  needs. 

(4) The  responsibility  for  the success  or failure of a study   (and 
the attendant  credit  or discredit)   rests  ultimately with the sponsoring 
agency;   thus,   the sponsor is vitally interested  in conducting a scientifically 
and militarily valid study and  in obtaining wide  acceptance of study results. 
Task objectives  that are too numerous or  complex to be addressed within study 
resources  or   that  do not adequately  reflect the  intended purpose of the 
analysis  can only  lead to unsatisfactory   results.     Game managers  can help to 
avoid  this  outcome  and to achieve a mutually beneficial end by thoroughly 
coordinating their analysis of  task objectives with the study sponsor  and by 
suggesting  redefinition or reorientation of objectives when appropriate; 
howev.'r,   the  study sponsor cannot  abdicate his  responsibility  to pose  the 
study problem within realistic parameters  and to establish task objectives 
that   fairly  define  that problem. 

b.     Design  of   a Methodology.     The selection  of a methodology by which 
the objectives will be fulfilled is  one  of  the  most crucial elements in  the 
management  of  the  analysis.    The methodology must be appropriate  to the 
problem,   able  to be performed within  task resources,  and capable  of  fulfilling 
task  objectives.     Chapter 2 of   this  volume describes  in detail the steps 
Involved in  developing a methodology  for  a division  force analysis.     The 
stjps   include,   In   addition to   analysis  of  objectives: 

10.    Letter,   CDCDG to Chief  of  Staff,   USACDC,  dated  12  February  1968, 
subject:     Informal Thoughts on Study  Management   at  the USACDC Level. 
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Selection of measures of effectiveness and effectiveness 
indicators 

Definition of performance data requirements and loading 
of game input data 

Development  of a game plan. 

These steps in the development of a methodology are described fror the 
management viewpoint in the following subparagraphs. 

(1) Selection of Measures of Effectiveness and Effectiveness 
Indicators: 

(a) The primary measures of effectiveness  (MOEs) ,  or  the  criteria 
upon which  the  forces will be evaluated,   should be apparent  from the analysis 
of task objectives.     A faulty selection  of  the primary MOE reflects an 
incomplete understanding of the objectives;   it can seriously degrade study 
acceptability since the primary MOE provides  the basis for the entire evalu- 
ation.    On the other hand, the secondary MOEs and effectiveness indicators 
supporting the primary MOE must be  chosen from a wide range of possibilities; 
their selection entails value judgments  as well as a careful analysis of  the 
components  of  the primary MOE. 

(b) Chapter 2 of this volume contains  a detailed discussion of 
the selection of an MOE hierarchy to support a division force analysis.    The 
primary MOE is  designated as mission accomplishment,  and secondary MOEs  are 
designated  for each  of   the functional areas  of  land  combat.     Effectiveness 
indicators  supporting each secondary MOE are  chosen on the basis  of quantifi- 
able data  considered  pertinent to the analysis  of   force effectiveness  in the 
functional area represented by  the secondary MOE. 

(c) Management must emphasize the importance of  the MOE 
hierarchy  as  the basis  for the analysis methodology.     Its selection requires 
careful and thorough  study by analysts   familiar with  the forces  to be evalu- 
ated,   the  doctrine and  tactics  to be employed,  and  the evaluation objectives. 
The MOEs   and effectiveness indicators  selected must be coordinated with  the 
sponsor and his  review board to ensure  that   they  adequately reflect  the 
desired study  emphasis. 

(2) Definition of Performance Data Requirements and Loading of 
Game  Input Data.     A major effort  in  the preparation  for task execution  is   the 
definition of performance data requirements  and  the  preparation of a data 
base  to exercise  the  models selected  to produce performance data. 

(a)     The  definition of performance data requirements  is  an 
outgmwth  of  the selection of MOEs and effectiveness  indicators.    The  data 
necessary  to quantify  the MOEs  and effectiveness  indicators  for all  units 
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or systems of  interest  under a prescribed  range or combination of conditions 
constitute  the performance data required for the  analysis.    Management 
depends  upon  the study  sponsor to provide  the parameters  for the evaluation 
through a scenario and other guidance  (see subparagraph (3) below);  staff 
analysts then determine performance data needed to conduct the complete 
evaluation based on the  MDEs and effectiveness  indicators. 

(b) At this point a vehicle for generating the required data 
can be selected.     War  games,  field  tests,   simulations,   or a wide variety of 
other techniques  might be  considered.     Some of  the advantages and dis- 
advantages of the use of computer-assisted war gaming to produce performance 
data ware discussed  in Section II  to this  chapter.     For  clarity and simplicity 
of presentation,   the discussion from this  point  assumes  the use of  computer- 
assisted war gaming techniques;  the principles  are applicable to the 
management of  tasks utilizing a number of other  techniques. 

(c) The collection of a data base and the loading of input data 
are critical and time-consuming steps in task preparation. The accumulation 
of  a data base involves: 

Identifying input data requirements   for all submodels 

Identifying and accumulating source documents 

Obtaining sponsor approval of data sources 

Verifying that  the data are appropriate for  their intended 
use   in   the model 

Documenting the source and application of  all data input 

Preparing input  forms,   coding,   and  loading data into the  computer, 

Management  should be  aware  that  each of  these steps   is  time-consuming  and 
Lliat  difficulties  can arise,  especially when data must be obtained  for  new 
or conceptual units or systems.    A potential for human error exists at 
several  points  in  the  data preparation process,  and  management should 
establish a system of  checks  and approvals  to  minimize the  chances  of  a 
damaging data input  error.    Acceptance of  the  final analysis product  can be 
jeopardized by  unacceptable Input data;   for this  reason management  cannot 
overemphasize  the  importance of  the  data  collection process and  its thorough 
coordination with   the  sponsoring agency. 

(3)     Development  of  a Game Plan.     The   conduct   of  a computer-assisted 
war game must be  preceded by a detailed  analysis of  the factors  that  are 
critical  to  game  operation and  the subsequent  development of a game plan. 
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(a) The critical factors analysis  can begin upon receipt from the 
sponsoring agency of detailed data on the organization and equipment of 
opposing forces,   environmental data,  and a scenario, which includes  the 
opening situation,   guidance,  assumptions,  and constraints.    Management  then 
identifies  calendar  time  constraints imposed upon project performance,  obtains 
an estimate of computer time allocation,  and notes other resource constraints, 
such as manpower,  facilities, or equipment. 

(b) Within this  framework, of  resource  constraints,  management 
then identifies  and  conducts an analysis of  other  critical  factors.     Critical 
factors will vary from game  to game,  but  they  typically  include: 

Game  requirements 

Game  content 

Analysis   requirements 

Model operation 

Time  constraints 

Game operation. 

J^. Game Requirements. Game requirements include the number 
of games to be played, the nunfcer of game days to be played, and the specific 
type engagements  required. 

2^.     Game Content.     Game  content  refers   to such elements  as 
the  forces   to be  gamed,  the  level of resolution and degree of aggregation, 
organizational  and  equipment  considerations,   and battle  termination criteria. 

j}.     Analysis  Requirements.     This   factor  refers  to  the 
critical  variables  to be  considered  and  the  quantitative and qualitative 
data analysis   requirements  of the evaluation. 

4^.     Model Operation.     This   factor  includes  the character- 
istics  of   the  models   to be  used,  consideration of   use  of  component  submodels 
in a simulation  mode,   and  man/machine  interfaces. 

_5.     Time  Constraints.     The   analysis  of   critical  time  con- 
straints will  consider the  number of units   to be  gamed,   the number of game 
days  to be  played,   calendar  time allocated,   computer  running time  to  game 
time  ratio,   game period  turnaround  time,   manning levels  and skills  available, 
and  analysis   requirements. 

<j.      Game Operation.     This  subject   is  resolved after   consider- 
ation  of   the  Impacts   of  all   other  critical  factors  and   results  generally  in 
the cycle  scheduling   required  for  the  timely   completion of dynamic  game, 
analysis,   and  documentation  effort. 
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(c) After completion of the critical  factors analysis, management 
can prepare a game  plan  to  guide the staff effort  through  the  conduct  of  the 
game.     The  name  plan  COPSIBLS  of   three basic  sections—Game  Setting,  Rules 
ind Procedures,   and  Staff  Organization—which are discussed  in  the folluwing 
subparagraphs. 

_1.     Game  Setting.    This section  of  the  game  plan provides 
the staff with  ail  essential information concerning the  game objectives, 
the  forces  to be gamed,  and  the beginning political/military  situation, 
it  may include  administrative  Information,  such  as  security  procedures,  a 
glossary of terms,   and a  reference list. 

2_.     Rules  and Procedures.     Rules  may be of  two kinds,  game 
rules and technical  rules.     Game  rules are rules  for  the conduct of military 
operations during the  game or for making decisions  concerning such operations 
(doctrine and  tactics).     Technical rules refer to model-dependent considera- 
tions.    Procedures,   on the other hand,  are administrative rules developed  for 
the efficient  conduct of   the  game. 

3^.     Staff Organization.    This  section of the  game plan 
describes  the   functions  and  responsibilities  of  each element  of the staff. 
It  should be sufficiently   flexible to allow added detailed  descriptions  of 
the  tasks of individual members  of each group. 

(d) Figure  1-3  is  an outline for a  typical game plan.    It 
shows major paragraph headings  and gives  a brief  description of the type 
information to be  included under each heading. 

c.     Development  of an Analysis Plan: 

(1) A sound plan for analyzing the performance data produced by  the 
war game model  is  essential to the successful completion of  the study.     A 
haphazard, poorly-planned,  or hurried analysis  can,  at worst,  discredit a 
study or,  at best,   give  rise  to charges  that  the analysis has  failed to fully 
exploit  the potential of   the war game output. 

(2) A plan  for  analysis of output  data  should provide  for the 
performance of both subjective and statistical analysis and  the integration 
of   results into a product  responsive to task objectives.     Chapters 2 and  3 
of   this volume describe  a methodology for analyzing force performance data 
to evaluate a  single  force  and  to compare alternative  forces.    This method- 
ulogy employs  subjective  judgment and statistical techniques  to derive and 
test  inferences regarding  force performance under a variety  of background 
conditions. 

(3) Management  should  ensure that  an analysis plan  is developed  and 
approved well  in advance  of  the  initiation of  game play.     Then, analysis  of 
data can be  performed  according  to the plan concurrently with play of  the 
game.     In this way,   analysts  can monitor the adequacy of  game output for 
analysis purposes  and  can identify requirements   for  side  analysis. 
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Section  I.     GAME SETTING 

1.      PURPOSE OF THE  PLAN 

A statement  that   the  game plan  is  the basic  document  providing 
policy,  procedural,   organizational,  and administrative  guidance 
for  the  conduct  of   all   game phases. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE  PROBLEM 

A concise statement of   the job  to be performed  and  the methodology 
to be employed. 

3. GAME OBJECTIVES 

A statement  of  the specific  game objectives  as  interpreted  from 
the  game directive issued by the sponsoring activity. 

4. SCENARIO 

A description of the conflict situation to be gamed. 

5. GENERAL  SITUATION 

A description of   the   geographical and political  environment  for 
the  conflict   to be  gamed. 

6. BLUE   (RED)   SPECIAL  SITUATION 

A special  situation description   for each  force   to be   gamed   (Red and 
Blue)   and  the  disposition and missions  of each.     Contains  privileged 
information   and  is   issued  only   to  the  appropriate  player  team and 
to  control. 

7. GLOSSARY OF  TERMS 

A list of terms and their definitions applicable to the game plan. 

8. REFERKWCES 

A   listing of documents   to  be   used  in data base  preparation  and  as 
dortrina]   guidance   for   the  Red   and Blue  forces   to be   evaluated. 

9. SECURITY   PROCEDURES 

Standard operating procedures   for handling classified  defense 
information,   privileged   information within  the   game,   and  visitors 
and physical  security   at   the war game  facility. 

Figure  1-3.     Sample  Game  Plan Outline   (continued next  page) 
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Section  II.     GAME  RULES AND PROCEDURES 

10.     RULES 

a. Doctrine 

Describes  rules   on doctrine.     Particularly  pertinent when new 
and  untested  concepts,   force structures,   and  equipments   are garced. 

b. Tactics 

Describes   tactical   rules.     Impacts particularly  on   comparability 
in a projecc   requiring  comparison  of  forces   in different  games. 

c. Technical                                                                                                                                    ■ 

Rules  reflecting model-dependent  considerations. 

d. Rules   for  Decision  Making 

Applicable  specifically   to   the  control  group   in  a  rigid  game. 

li.      PROCEDURES 

a. Game  Cycle 

Procedures   to be  applied   in  conducting  an  entire   game   cycle   (as 
distinguished  from a computer cycle).     Defines   game   cycle  in 
terms  of  beginning and   ending point  and  explains   schedule   for 
completion of   a  normal   cycle.     Particularly   important   in 
keeping project   on programmed  calendar  schedule. 

b. Gaming Rate 

Provides  schedule  of   game   cycles   in  terms  of  physical   effort  of 
game  turnaround   and   average  game  time per  cycle. 

c. Levels   of   Resolution/Aggregation 

Prescribes   levels   of   resolution  and  aggregation   tor  mainstream 
game.     Also  for  side  analyses  and  sensitivity   tests,   if 
requirements  have  Leen   identified. 

d. Side Analyses/Sensitivity  Tests 

Procedures   for  side  analyses   and  sensitivity   tests,   if   such 
requirements   are   identified  pregame. 

Figure   1-3.     (continued) 
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e. Critical   (Significant)   Events 

Any military phenomenon of   the battlefield  the occurrence of which 
results  in  a decided  advantage for one of  the  protagonists. 
Explains  requirements   to game such events arising  from game direc- 
tive or  from deduction rerulting from preliminary  force  analysis. 

f. Personnel Schedules  and Roles 

Describes  any peculiar scheduling or personnel  requirements,  such 
as an irregular work schedule  for a particular period because of 
computer hour allocation. 

g. Computer  Interface 

Establishes procedures for assembly cf game cycle turnaround data 
into machine readable format and prescribes gaming elment 
responsible for assembly, delivery to and pickup froir the 
computer, and the associated records of the entire process. 

h.  Records Requirements 

Listing of all game records to be maintained and the responsible 
element. 

i.  Quality Assurance 

Identifies responsible game elements and responsible individuals 
by position title. 

Section III STAFF ORGANIZATION 

4. 

f). 

/. 

tiives  job description  and   associates  individual staff  members with 
job   category  and  position  titles. 

GAME  DIRECTOR 

QUALITY  ASSURANCE 

SYSTEMS  ANALYSTS 

PROGRAMMERS 

CONTROL 

PLAYER TEAMS 

SUPPORT  STAFF 

Figure 1-3.     (concluded) 
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d.     Organization of Personnel: 

(1) A war game consists of  three distinct phases:     Initial 
preparatlrn,  production of evaluation data,  and application of analytical 
methodologies.     The employment  of a single staff in all  three phases  demands 
management skill and staff  flexibility.     To the extent  feasible,   staff members 
should be  identified early in the. project with respect to their  functions 
during dynamic play and analysis.     For example,  staff members who  are  to be 
Blue players should be Identified early and assigned during the pregame phase 
to data base preparation for the Blue  force structure.     Then,  during the 
analysis phase,   they should be  assigned to specific analysis  tasks  associated 
with   the  Blue  forces. 

(2) A representative  listing of  the skills required by a war game 
Includes  the  following: 

(a) Management: 

Game director 

Deputy director 

Technical advisor  (operations  research) 

(b) Technical: 

Military   analyst 

Operations  research analyst 

Systems analyst 

Computer programmer 

Quality  assurance supervisor 

Editor 

Technical  assistant. 

(c) Support: 

Administrator 

Keypunch  operator 

Clerk/typist 

Document  control clerk 

Graphic  arts  technician. 
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(3) The nunfcer of assigned individuals in each skill category will 
vary  from game  to game.     For some  games,   two or more skills may  oe provided 
by  one individual  (e.g.,  an operations  research analyst may double as a 
computer programmer).     For other games,   several individuals of similar 
skills will be needed  to perform a particular  function. 

(4) Staff organization for the initial  task preparation is  different 
from that  used during the production of  data,  but the organization should 
allow  for  an orderly transition  from one phase  to the other.     For  the entire 
study,   the staff can be organized generally  into two elements,   an analysis 
and evaluation group and a model modification and maintenance group. 

(a) During the task preparation phase the analysis  and evaluation 
group  analyzes  task objectives,  designs  the methodology for achieving the 
objectives,   and develops an analysis plan.     This group selects  measures  of 
effectiveness  and effectiveness indicators,   defines performance data require- 
ments,  prepares  a data base for the game,  and develops a game plan.     During 
game play  and  analysis,   this  group  forms  a game operations  section  and an 
analysis  section,   as described  In  succeeding paragraphs. 

(b) The model modification  and maintenance group  is  charged 
during the  initial preparation phase with aiding in the selection of  appro- 
priate models;   identifying,  performing,   and documenting required model 
iiiodifications;   assisting in data base preparation;  and coding and  loading 
Input  data.     During production of data  this  group ensures a smooth  interface 
between  the  game  operations section and the  computer.    The group is  respon- 
sible  for  liaison with  the  computer  facility  and for maintenance of  tapes, 
decks,   and disks  associated with  the war game model. 

e.     Summary.     The initial preparation for a division force analysis  is 
a  critical managerial assignment.     The  game managers must understand  the 
significance of  the problem and determine the nature of the end product 
required   to  fulfill task objectives.     They must ensure that  the methodology 
designed  for  the  task is  complete,   capable of being performed within task 
resources,   and  responsive to task requirements.    They must supervise the 
development of  a plan for analysis of  data and must assemble and organize 
a staff  representing the  requisite skills  for successful performance of   the 
entire  study.     Satisfactory completion of the study rests  obviously with 
thorough  management planning and  timely  accomplishment of  tasks  during the 
preparation phase. 

LÜ.    PRUDUCTIUN OF EVALUATION DATA.     The second phase of a division force 
analysis   is  instituted with  the production of  evaluation data.     Management 
ronr.ern  during this phase is  directed  toward: 

Organizing the staff  for game operations 

Keeping the game on schedule 

Ensuring that  requirements   for evaluation data are met 

Ensuring that procedures  for documenting the game  are adhered  to, 
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Staff Organization: 

(1) The basic staff organization, consisting of the analysis  and 
evaluation group and  the model modification and maintenance group,  can be 
retained  for dynamic game play.     One element within the analysis and evalu- 
ation  group  forms  an analysis section to begin tne evaluation of  game- 
generated data according to the established analysis plan.    Another element 
forms   the  team-oriented game operations section.     For each game,  this  sectior 
forms   thrae  teams:     Blue,  Red,  and  Control.     One member of each  team is 
designated  as  chief.    The Blue and  Red  teams  consist of both operations  and 
military  analysts  and technical assistants.    The Control team is  composed of 
operations  and military analysts, programmers,  and technical assistants. 
A mix of operations and military analysis skills  in player and  control  teams 
helps   to prevent  methodology  and  computer operations problems  and  facilitates 
the solution of  problems that do occur. 

(2) The  game Is  conducted  according to  the rules  and procedures 
established by the  game plan.     Game security procedures are based  on particu- 
lar game  requirements.     If a closed game  is being conducted,  game intelligence 
is  restricted,  and  the game rooms  of  the  opposing team and  the  control  team 
are off-limits  to player team personnel. 

(3) Two or more games  can be  conducted simultaneously  to meet   task 
objectives   if personnel and  facility  rescurces  permit.    The USACDC War  Game 
Facility  at   Fort  Leavenworth,  Kansas,  has  six fully equipped game  rooms;   thus, 
it  can accommodate two closed games   (with Blue,  Red,  and Control rooms  for 
each)   or up  to six open games. 

b.     Game Schedule.    One of the most  important management  concerns  of the 
dynamic  game phase is ensuring that  game play progresses according to schedule. 
Schedule slippages  during the  %ame  can result  in an unacceptable compression 
of  the   time  available  for analysis  and  documentation or,  alternaiively,   a 
corresponding slippage in completion of  the final product.    Game period  turn- 
around  time,   or  the calendar  t^'.me required from the start of planning for one 
period   to  the start of planning for  the next period,  is a  function  of several 
factors,  some of which are amenable  to management  influence. 

(1) A principal factor in period  turnaround time  is  the game-time-to- 
cuwputer-time  ratio  achieved by the model.     Model developers and the model 
modification  and  maintenance group  strive  for a fast  running time  compatible 
with  the  resolution and realism requirements of  the game;  however,  hardware 
problems  and  system errors,  including operator errors,   can and  do  influence 
the  game-time-to-computer-time ratio achieved  in actual operation. 

(2) A second principal  factor  in achieving a rapid game period 
turnaround  time  is  the smooth and efficient  operation of control  and the 
player  teams.     Detailed managenent planning can have a significant  effect 
on  this  aspect of  the game operation.     Procedures must exist  for the tactical 
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planning for each period by  the Blue and  Red  teams,   the preparation of Input 
by Control,  the Interface with the computer  facility,   the interpretation of 
period  output by Control, and  the subsequent dissemination of  intelligence 
to player teams.    These procedures must be standardized,  rehearsed,  and 
polished until they can be performed with a minimum of wasted time and motion. 
Situations  can easily occur in game operations where A is waiting for B  to 
complete a task, who is waiting for C to complete a task, who is waiting for 
A to complete a  task.     Detailed procedures planning is  required to avoid such 
occurrences and  to ensure that  the game moves  along as rapidly as possible. 
Volume  IV,   User's Manual,  of the DIVWAG model documentation describes  in 
detail  dynamic play  operations using the DIVWAG model.     Procedures  for the 
effective operation of player teams,   control  teams,  and  the model maintenance 
group are provided.     Game managers will  find   this manual helpful in establish- 
ing procedures   for dynamic play. 

(3)     Ideally,   the calendar time  allotted for  the completion of a 
specific number  of game periods or,   conversely,  the number of periods  to be 
played  in  an allotted  time,  should be reasonably flexible.    Game period 
turnaround  times  achievable  for any specific  game are extremely difficult 
to  forecast  accurately,   especially when a new model or a new gaming organi- 
sation  is  involved.     Experience in running the game  is often the only  reliable 
indicator of what  the  lowest possible  calendar-time-to-game-time  ratio may be. 
Some  form of established schedule  for  the production of evaluation data 
through  gaming is  inevitable,  however; but study progress and  completion 
difficulties  may be avoided  for management  and sponsor  alike by the use of 
conservative planning  factors  in  the establishment  of gaming schedules. 

c.     Evaluation Data Requirements.     Management,   through  the analysis 
section,  must  ensure  that  the  game produces  the performance data needed  to 
fulfill evaluation requirements.     Analysts  can  identify areas where game- 
generated  data are inadequate.    The Control  team, working within established 
game  rules,   may  be able  to manipulate  game events  to produce the required 
data.     Alternatively,   effort  nay be expended  in the  performance of  side 
analyses,   conducted  outside  the mainstream game,  to provide data for separate 
analyses  in  areas where  game data are  lacking.     Management's  overall  plan  for 
i he   force  analysis should provide  resources  for  the  performance of  side 
.»nalysos  and  means  for  their  integration  into the study results. 

d.     documentation.     Every  aspect  of   the performance of  the  force  analysis 
must   be   completely documented.     Documentation procedures are especially 
important   to management  during the play of the  game  since  the procedures 
must   be   rigidly  adhered  to,  day by day,   game  period  by  game  period.     Game 
narritives  are   the primary vehicle for  recording game events.     Narratives 
must  he  prepared  at  the end of each game  period.    They may include  Red  and 
Blue statvs  at   the start  of  the period,   plans   for  the period with  rationale, 
major events of  the period and their  results,   and the ending status of  the 
forces.     The narratives  may be accompanied by  graphics  showing plans,   the 
location  of   the   FEBA,   and  the disposition  of  units. 
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ii.     APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS  METHODOLOGY.     The  third phase  of   the 
division  force analysis,  application of  the  analysis methodology,   can begin 
as soon as evaluation data are available from the game.     The analysis section 
of the  analysis  and evaluation group  applies  the procedures  established by 
the analysis  plan  tc evaluate performance data by both subjective and statis- 
Lical  techniques.    The results are documented,  interpreted, and presented to 
the  sponsor in  terms  nf the original  task objectives.     Management  concern 
during  this  final phase of  the study effort  is directed toward: 

Successful accomplishment  of  the analysis plan,  especially the 
integration of  the subjective  and statistical analysis  aspects 

Cogent presentation of  the  analysis  results  as  fulfillment of 
the study objectives 

Final  achievement   of a sound basis  for acceptability  of results. 

a. Performance of  the Analysis  Plan: 

(1) The  purpose of  the analysis  plan is  to ensure  that   the analysis 
produces   the  information required by  the  game  objectives.     A research war 
game  is  played  to obtain the  answers  to difficult questions.     These questions 
may be  very specific or very  general.     As an example,  a specific  question 
might   concern the improvement  in  force performance effected by  a single 
weapon  system,  and a general question might  require a yes  or no answer to 
whether  Force One  is better  than Force Two.     The analysis  plan ensures  that 
the  correct data are analyzed in a  form adequate to answer the questions 
posed   by   the  game objectives. 

(2) A war game  produces an overwhelming mass of data (see Chapter  3). 
These  data  range  from the subjective  impressions of the staff operating the 
game  to   the straight  reporting of consumption and loss  figures.     In satisfying 
the  game  objectives,  all data,  subjective and objective,  must be   integrated 
and synthesized  in a manner permitting comprehension.     Subjective  impressions 
of   force performance are combined with objective reporting of facts  to provide 
credible  answers   to  the study  objectives. 

b. Presentation of Analysis  Results.     In Paragraph r'b(7)  a war game was 
i-li •( icrer Lzed  as   a communication system in which participants with different 
reference  frames were  required  to  comprehend  each other.     In the  presentation 
of  analysis  results  this  concept  must  be extended  to include  the  game sponsor; 
he  lb  A  node in  the communication system.     Whatever information  is  obtained 
from the analysis  must be  communicated with near 100 percent comprehension. 
in most   cases  the  game sponsor does  not participate in the  game.     He is, 
therefore,   denied   the  advantage of   an eduction extended  over a  considerable 
period  of  time,   an advantage  enjoyed by the  game participants.     He has not 
had   the   opportunity  to develop a  common base  of understanding with   the 
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participants and manager of his game; therefore, In the presentation of 
results, the game manager must use the sponsor's frame of reference. 
Generally, considerable transformation must be anticipated; otherwise, the 
conclusions of the study may encounter misunderstanding, hostility, or out- 
right disbelief. The burden Is on the game manager to present results In 
the language of the sponsor. 

c.  Acceptability of Results.  Management effort following the receipt 
of the Initial force analysis directive is oriented toward constructing a 
sound methodology and performing a valid analytical effort as a basis for 
achieving a useful, responsive, scientifically and militarily acceptable 
product.  Each aspect of the task is critical. The analysis of objectives, 
selection of evaluation tools, designation of measures of effectiveness, 
and establishment of a data base are crucial preparatory steps.  The conduct 
of the game by sound military principles, using a well-researched and accept- 
able model, is fundamental.  The culmination of the entire effort, however, 
is the analysis of data and the presentation of results. Management must 
ensure that the analysis procedures are visible; i.e., that the techniques 
are explained in detail and that their application at each step of the 
analysis is thoroughly documented. The methodology then Is allowed to 
stand on its own merits, and the validity of the results derived therefrom 
is judged on this basis. Effective management of a successful force analysis 
is not confined to guiding the effort to a timely completion within project 
resources. Achievement of a product that reflects credit on management and 
sponsor alike relies on an accurnte visualization of the analysis problem, 
design and application of an appropriate methodology, and a clear and usable 
presentation of the analysis results. 
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CtiAPTER  2 

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

Section I, INTRODUCTION 

1. PURPOSE.  This chapter aescribes a methodology for evaluating the combat 
effectiveness of a single force.  The methodology can be used independently, 
when the analysis objective is single force performance, or in conjunction 
with the comparison methodology described in Chapter 3, when the analysis 
objective is the relative effectiveness of two or more forces. 

2. ORGANIZATION.  This introductory section provides background information 
relative to the philosophy guiding methodology development.  Subsequent 
sections of this chapter present a detailed, step-by step explanation of the 
metuodology, from the receipt of input data, through subjective and statis- 
tical procedures, to a synthesis culminating in a summary of force effective- 
ness.  Emphasis is given to a description of the analytical procedures 
composing the statistical analysis steps; and an example of evaluation method- 
ology application, using performance data from a combat simulation, is 
provided.  The chaptir concludes with a presentation of model output data 
arrays and a list of references applicable to the chapter. 

3. BACKGROUND: 

a. The evaluation methodology is intended to be applicable to data 
generated by any of a variety of techniques; e.g., simulations, war gaming, 
or field tests.  It was developed independently of the DIVWAG model, but the 
requirements o^ the methodology guided the development of specifications for 
model output d^ta. 

b. The objective of the methodology is to provide a series of standard- 
ized processes for the evaluation of the combat effectiveness of a single 
force.  To fulfill the objective, the methodology must provide means for: 

(1) Identifying the basic objectives of a force evaluation project. 

(2) Analyzing the composition of the military forces to be evaluated, 
the doctrine for their employment, and the probable impact of environment 
upon unit and system performance. 

(3) Designating the appropriate measures ot effectiveness (MOEs) 
and supporting groups of effectiveness indicators to be used. 
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(4) Identifying the detailed performance data required to analyze 
the combat activities in ten-s r  the MOE hierarchy. 

(5) Determining the scope of military activities to be simulated. 

(6) Employing analytical techniques for evaluating force combat 
effectiveness based on performance data from simulated military operations. 

c.  The following paragraphs describe how the evaluation methodology 
iacorpu..ates the above requirements into a logical sequence of steps designed 
to determine the effectiveness of a single military force. For clarity, the 
following explanation assumes that the source of performance data is a war 
game and that the game is conducted using the DIVWAG model; however, the 
methodology may be applied to performance data derived from any appropriate 
source. 
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Section  II.     EVALUATION METHODOLOGY  DESCRIPTION 

4.     GENERAL CONCEPT OF EVALLATION METHODOLOGY: 

a.     Discussion: 

(1) The evaluation methodology comprises subjective and statistical 
analysis and follows  a logical sequence of events  to arrive at conclusions 
regarding the overall effectiveness of a force.    The process begins with 
receipt of the game directive and other guidance normally provided by the 
proponent agency,  such as any specified essential elements of evaluation. 

(2) Input data  from the proponent  agency establishes  the framework 
of both the evaluation effort and the war game.     The  force evaluation objec- 
tives  are of primary  importance.     Their analysis provides  a basis  in logic 
for the selection of MOEs  and effectiveness  indicators, which,  in turn, 
define  the performance  data required to support  the evaluation procedures. 
Perfonnance data requirements,  together with other input data from the 
proponent agency,  are used to develop the game plan.     Information from the 
scenario,   the physical  characteristics of  the game environment,  and detailed 
information on the Blue and Red forces,  to include necessary  technical 
characteristics,  are  loaded into the computer.     The  game is  then conducted 
to produce data for evaluation. 

(3) The running of a single game will produce only a single data 
set,  and statistical  evaluation requires more  than one set.     For this  reason, 
game output  is divided  into several data sets  for analysis and evaluation. 
This division into data sets  is made,  first,  on the  basis of  the mission 
tlie force  is  attempting  to accomplish and,  second,   on the basis of combat 
activities  in which subordinate units of  the  force are engaged individually. 
The force may engage  in a series of combat activities,  such as mobile defense, 
counterattack,  and delay,  during the conduct of  the war game.     The game output 
produced during each of these combat activities  constitutes a data set  for 
analysis.     Subsets  are  then established to reflect  subordinate unit perform- 
ance by  type combat  activity.     Statistical analysis  procedures are applied 
to the data set s and subsets  for evaluation purposes.     The end products  of 
the statistical analysis  are then subjectively  reviewed to identify and  to 
assess  trends  and variations  for military significance. 

(4) After data sets and subsets have been analyzed by  combat  activity, 
they are statistically  and subjectively analyzed across  combat activities  to 
evaluate  the overall effectiveness of the  force.     If  side analyses  are con- 
ducted,   they are  correlated with  the other analyses   to provide the overall 
effectiveness summation of  the force in all  type  combat activities. 
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(5)     The evaluation methodology provides  a  comprehensive assessment 
of  combat  affectiveness based on analyses  in single  as well as multiple  type 
combat activities  and mission assignments.     The  techniques are compatible 
with  those  used in  the  comparison methodology  (Chapter 3);   thus,   the evalua- 
tion methodology provides  a basis  for the  comparative analysis of two or more 
forces,   as well as  a  comprehensive assessment of  the  combat effectiveness of 
a single  force of Interest. 

b.     Procedures.     The  logic  flow for  the evaluation methodology is shown 
by  Figure  2-1.    As  indicated therein,   the methodology  is divided into  three 
major phases:     input data, which is normally provided by  the proponent agency; 
preparatory steps;  and  the performance of  the evaluation. 

(1) Input data include  the force evaluation objectives,   the scenrrio 
package,   and  detailed  information about  the forces   to be gamed.    The major 
elements  of  input data are described in Paragraph  5. 

(2) The preparatory steps  consist of actions  taken by  the game 
director and his staff  in response  to the evaluation directive to plan the 
force evaluation.     These steps  are described in Paragraph 6. 

(3) Performance of  the evaluation analysis  includes   the sequential 
steps  from the beginning of  the war game  through  the preparation of  the 
overall  force effectiveness summation.     These steps  are described in Para- 
graph  7. 

5.     INPUT DATA - PHASE  I.     Phase  I   consists  of  the   re -eipt oi  input  data. 
Ail  input data may be  provided as  a single package,  but mure  frequently they 
are provided on a phased basis.    A possible phasing  is  shown below; 

a. Force Evaluation Objectives.    The  force evaluation objectives  reflect 
the basic questions   that  the proponent agency wants  answered.    As such,   they 
provide guidance and  direction to  the entire evaluation. 

b. Scenario.     Normally,   the scenario includes   the overall missions  of 
the opposing forces,   the game environment   (geographic location and  time of 
year),  and general and special situations,   to include   ehe initial deployments 
of major elements  of   the Red and Blue forces. 

c. Detailed Force  Compositions.     Force compositions  include information 
on  the numbers  and  types of Red and Blue units;   numbers,   types,  and  technical 
characteristics  of  their major systems  and equipment items;   the details  of 
their organizations;   and  the doctrine for  their employment. 

b.     PREPARATORY  STEPS  -  PHASE II.     Six steps  preparatory  to  the conduct  of 
the  evaluation analysis   are shown on Figure  2-1.     These steps   are described 
below: 
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a.    Analyze Objectives - Step 1.    The purpose  for which a study is  con- 
ducted is embodied in  the force evaluation objectives.    The  objectives must 
be  completely stated,   thoroughly understood by all  involved  in performing 
the analysis,  and presented  to avoid ambiguity and misinterpretation.    They 
must be precise,  specific,  and leave no doubt as  to  the problem to be solved. 
The force evaluation objectives  are normally provided by  the proponent agency; 
however,   they may be restated by  the analysis group  for clarification,   if 
necessary,   subject  to approval of  the proponents.     Before  the study proceeds, 
there must be unanimous  agreement and understanding relative  to the objectives; 
and  the methodology must be  reviewed continually in light of  the objectives 
to  ensure  that the project maintains  its direction. 

b.     Select Measures  of Effectiveness and Effectiveness  Indicators - 
Steps  1 and  3.    The bases  for a  force evaluation are measures  of effectiveness 
and effectiveness  indicators.     These measures  are selected in light of the 
objectives  of  the  force evaluation.     In developing a methodology for evaluat- 
ing force performance,  CSC-CDRO  established an MOE hierarchy  applicable to 
the evaluation of  force effectiveness.    The pinnacle of  the MOE hierarchy, 
as   indicated in Figure 2-2,   is  one primary MOE,  mission accomplishment;   i.e., 
to what degree was  the  force successful in accomplishing its  assigned mission? 
This  p-imary MOE  is supported in  two ways: 

(1)     First,  by  four secondary measures  of effectiveness,  one for 
each of  the  functional areas  of  land  combat  for which meaningful quantitative 
output is available.     (The fifth  function,  command,   control,   and communica- 
tions,  is not addressed discretely by  the DIVWAG model at  its  current level 
of development.)     These four secondary MOKs are each supported by a set of 
quantitative effectiveness  indicators as shown by  Figures  2-3  through 2-6. 
These secondary MOEs with   their supporting effectiveness  indicators provide 
an  in-depth assessment of  constituent unit and functional area     performance. 
They  serve  to explain why  the  force succeeded or  failed  to  the degree it did, 
as well as   to identify  force strengths  and weaknesses.     The  effectiveness 
Indicators  supporting  the  four secondary MOEs will change character,  and 
their number will expand or  contract,   as direct  functions  of  the objectives 
of  the force evaluation directive,  the threat postulated,  and whether those 
objectives  require simulation of both mid and high  intensity  combat operation. 
One subset of the effectiveness  indicators shown at Figures  2-3 through 2-6 
is  identified for use  in evaluating both mid and high intensity combat 
simulation  results;  however,   evaluation of high intensity combat simulation 
results  requires use of additional effectiveness  indicators.     This subset 
is  also identified at Figures  2-3  through 2-6.     Effectiveness   indicators are 
selected  to highlight  the most significant aspects  of  the performance data 
in  light of  the force evaluation objectives and  the particular MOE being 
addressed. 

i 

(2)     Second,   by  a series   of qualitative  indicators  shown by  Figure 
2-7.     This series  is  oriented on  the stated and  implied  tasks  included within 
the overall  force mission.     The   time and  terrain aspects  of  the mission are 
reflected,   as are Red losses  in  those cases where  the Blue mission specifies 
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PRIMARY 
MOE 

(FORCE 
MISSION 

ACCOMPLISHMENT)3 

SECONDARY MOE« 
(BROAD FUNCTIONAL AREA 

FORCE PERFORMANCE MEASURES)3 

EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS (DETAILED 

UNIT AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES^3 

FORCE PERFORMANCE DATA (MODEL OUTPUT). 
PLAYER TEAM AND CONTROL GROUP RECORDS. 

RED AND BLUE FORCE COMPOSITION. GAME SCENARIO. 

a. Measure of Effectiveness - A quantitative value that 
indicates the degree to which a military unit or system 
performs its mission or achieves its goal. 

b. Effectiveness Indicators - Selected quantitative 
elements of the large body of performance data available, 
chosen to highlight the most significant aspects of the 
performance data in light of the force evaluation objec- 
tives and the particular MOE they support. 

Figure 2-2.  Measure of Effectiveness Hierarchy 
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Secondary MOE for Intelligence  Function 

Percent of available  targets  acquired by unit of  time  by area 
of interest. 

Effectiveness  Indicators  for Intelligence Function 

(quantified for various  time periods and for as many combinationp of 
visibility,  weather,  and terrain  conditions  and Blue and Red missions 
and postures as desired) 

I.     Applicable  to mid and high  intensity: 

1. Daytime  (nighttime)   acquisitions by   (1)  Blue force sensor systems 
and by  (2)  intelligence  sources external to  the Blue  force. 

a. Percent of Red aircraft within Blue area of  interest3 

acquired within  2  minutes   (more  than 2 minutes)   of 
p..riving or becoming airborne within area. 

b. Percent of Red  tank and mech rifle battalions within Blue 
area of interest3 acquired within 30 minutes  (more  than 
30 minutes)  of arrival or  relocation. 

2. Daytime  (nighttime)   acquisitions by   (1)  Red force sensor systems 
and by   (2)  intelligence  sources external  to  the  Red  force. 

a. Percent of Blue  aircraft within Red area of interest 
acquired within  2 minutes   (more  than 2 minutes)  of  arriving 
or becoming airborne within area. 

b. Percent of Blue maneuver battalions within Red area of 
interest    acquired within  30 minutes  (more than  30 minutes) 
of arrival or relocation. 

a. As defined in USACDC Report on Combat Commanders' Surveillance and 
Target Acquisition Needs (1969-1975) dated October 1969 for battalion, 
brigade,   and division. 

I). Assumed to be same size as Blue's. 

Figure 2-3. Secondary MCE and Effectiveness Indicators for 
Intelligence Function (continued next page) 
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II.  Applicable to high Intensity only: 

1. Daytime (nighttime) acquisitions by (1) Ulue force sensor systems 
and by (2'!   intelligence sources external to the Blue force. 

Percent of Red nuclear capable delivery systems, other 
than aircraft, within Blue area of interest3 acquiied 
within 30 minutes (more than 30 minutes) of arrival or 
relocation. 

2, Daytime (nighttime) acquisitions by (1) Red force sensor systems 
and by (2) intelligence sources external to the Red force. 

Percent of Blue nuclear capable delivery systems, other 
than aircraft, within Red area of interest acquired 
within 30 minutes (more than 30 minutes) of arrival or 
relocation. 

a. As defined in USACDC Report on Combat Commanders' Surveillance and 
Target Acquisition Needs (1969-1975) dated October 1969 for battalion, 
brigade, and division. 

b. Assumed to be same size as Blue's. 

Figure 2-3. Secondary MOE and Effectiveness Indicators for 
Intelligence Function (concluded) 
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Secondary MOE for Firepower Function 

Personnel casualties and key equipment losses Inflicted per 
unit of time as a percent of the total force. 

Effectiveness Indicators for Firepower Function 

(quantified at end of each significant event such as reinforcement (change 
In force ratio) or termination of battle and for as many combinations of 
visibility, weather, and terrain conditions and Blue and Red missions and 
postures as desired) 

I.  Applicable to mid and high intensity: 

1. Average hourly percent of all Red (Blue) personnel that became 
casualties as a result of Blue (Red) firepower. 

2. Average hourly percent of total Red (Blue) personnel casualties 
caused by (1) Blue (Red) ground based direct fir«- weapons and 
by (2) Blue (Red) field artillery (including aerial field 
artillery). 

3. Average hourly percent of all Red (Blue) tanks damaged or 
destroyed by Blue (Red) firepower. 

4. Average hourly percent of total Red (Blue) tank losses caused 
by (1) Blue (Red) «round based direct fire weapons, by (2) Blue 
(Red) attack helicopters, and by (3) Blue (Red) close air support. 

5. Average hourly percent of all Red (Blue) attack helicopters 
damaged or destroyed by Blue (Red) firepower. 

6. Percent of total Red (Blue) attack helicopter losses (quantified 
for each attack helicopter mission) caused by (1) Blue (Red) 
ground based air defense systems and by (2) Blue (Red) aircraft. 

7. Average hourly percent of all Red (Blue) air defense fire units 
destroyed by Blue (Red) firepower. 

8. Average hourly percent of all Red (Blue) air defense fire unit 
losses caused by Blue (Red) (1) ground based direct fire weapons, 
(2) field artillery (Including aerial field artillery), (3) CAS, and 
(4) attack helicopters. 

Figure 2-4.  Secondary MOE and Effectiveness Indicators for 
Firepower Function (continued next page) 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Ratio of Blue  (Red)   average hourly  loss  rates of personnel and 
tanks  to Red  (Blue)  equivalent  average hourly loss  rates:* 

VRc B,/Rt 
Bc/Bü Bt/B£ 

Rc/R0 Rt'^c 

Ratio of Blue  (Red)  attack helicopter losses  from all types  of 
Red  (Blue)   firepower to the number of Red (Blue)  tank xosses 
attributed to Blue  (Red)  attack helicopters: 

Bh/R t   » 
VBp 

Rt/Ro 
and       Rh/Bt   , 

Bt/B0 

Ratio of  the Red  (Blue)  personnel  casualty  rate from all causes 
to  the equivalent Blue  (Red)  personnel  casualty rate during  that 
hour  in which the Red  (Blue)  personnel  casualty rate was at a 
maximum: 

Max  (Rc) 

BI 
and 

Max   (B^) 

Ratio of the Red (Blue) tank loss rate from all causes to the 
equivalent Blue (Red) tank loss rate during that hour in which 
the Red (Blue) tank loss rate was at a maximum: 

Max (Rt)  and  Max (Bt) 

Bt '  Rt 

Ratio of  the number of Blue  (Red)   attack helicopter losses  from 
all  causes  to the number of Red   (Blue)   tank losses  attributed  to 
Blue   (Red)   attack helicopters during that hour in which Blue  (Red) 
attack helicopter losses were at  a maximum: 

Max  (Bh) 

Ft 
and Max  (Rh) 

S€'e  note  at  end  ■ 

Figure  2-4. 

figure. 

Secondary MOE and Effectiveness  Indicators  for 
Firepower Function   (continued ) 
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14. Ratio of the number of Blue  (Fed) attack helicopter losses from 
all causes to the number of Red (Blue)   tank lobueö attributed to 
Blue (Red)  attack helicopters during that hour in which Red (Blue) 
tank losses attributed to Blue (Red) attack helicopters were at .- 
max imura: 

Max (Rt) 
and 

Max (Bt) 

II.    Applicable to high intensity only: 

1. Percent of total Red  (Blue)   personnel casualties caused by  (1) 
Blue (Red)   field artillery nuclear rounds and by  (2) Blue  (Red) 
close air support nuclear bombs. 

2. Percent of total Red  (Blue)   tank losses  caused by  (1)  Blue  (Red) 
field artillery nuclear rounds and by (2) Blue (Red)  close air 
support nuclear bombs. 

3. Percent of total BIUP.  (Red)   attack helicopter losses caused by 
(1) Red (Blue)  field artillery nuclear rounds and by (2)  Red 
(Blue)  nuclear bombs. 

Note:    B    = Blue personnel casualties, Rc = Red personnel casualties. 
&t " Blue tank losses,   R 
helicopter losses, Rh = 

organization total,  R0 

Red tank losses, B^ ■ Blue attack 
attack helicopter losses ,  B0 • Blue 

Red organization total. 

t 
Red 

Figure 2-4.    Secondary MOE and Effectiveness Indicators for 
Firepower Function (concluded) 
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Secondary  MOE for Mobility Function 

Average speed  (kilometers  per hour) of unit movements. 

Effectiveness Indicators for Mobility Functloi 

(quantified  for as many combinations of visibility, weather,  and terrain 
conditions  and Blue and Red missions and postures as desired) 

Applicable to mid and high intensity; 

II, 

1.    Average speed (kilometers  per hour)  of all ground tactical 
movements* by Blue  (Red): 

a. Maneuver battalions   (Including a^r and ground cavalry). 

b. Field artillery battalions. 

c. Engineer battalions. 

2. Average speed (kilometers per hour) of all airmobile tactical 
mcements* by Blue (Red) : 

a. Maneuver battalions (including air and ground cavalry). 

b. FielJ artillery battalions. 

c. Engineer battalions. 

3.     Average speed  (kilometers per hour)  of all  tactical movements* 
by Blue  (Red): 

a. Maneuvpr battalions   (including air and ground  cavalry), 

b. Field artillery battalions. 

c. Engineer battalions. 

Applicable  to high Intensity only: 

None. 

As   defined  in AR 320-5, 

Figure 2-5. Secondary MOE and Effectiveness Indicators 
for Mobility  Function 
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Secondary MOE for Combat Service Support  Function 

Shortages as a percent of total requirenuint. 

Effectiveness Indicatora for Combat Service Support Function 

(quantified for various time periods  and  for as many combinations of 
visibility,  weather,  and terrain conditions  and Blue and Red missions 
and postures as  desired) 

I.     Applicable  to mid and high intensity: 

1. Average Blue  (Red)  Class III unfulfilled daily resupply 
requirement expressed as a percent of the total requirement. 

2. Average Blue (Red)  Class V unfulfilled daily resupply 
requirement expressed as a percent of the total requirement. 

II.     Applicable  to high intensity only: 

None. 

f. 

Figure  2-6.    Secondary MOE and Effectiveness Indicators  for 
Combat  Service Support Function 
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Qualitative Indicators for Use in Determining the Degree of Mission 
A :corapllshment 

(For any given mission, the qualitative indicators used to identify the 
degree of mission accomplishment will vary; however, the following will 
always apply.) 

1. Time  to  execute mission as  a function of time  required. 

2. The  gain   (loss)   of key  terrain as  a function of mission. 

3. Total number and hourly rate of Red  (Blue)  personnel casualties, 
tank  losses,  and  attack helicopter  losses in  those cases where  the 
Blue   (Red)  mission specified attrition or destruction of enemy  forces. 
(See MOE  and effectiveness indicators  for firepower function.) 

4. Resljual status  of Blue  (Red) maneuver,   field artillery,  and attack 
helicopter battalions: 

a. Personnel strength as a percent of authorized. 

b. Key  equipment  item strength as  a percent  of authorized. 

Figure 2-7.     Qualitative Indicators  for Use in the Subjective 
Analysis of Mission Accomplishment 
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attrition or destruction of enemy forces.     (Red losses are also considered 
in all cases under  the secondary MOE for the function of firepower as shown 
at Figure  2-4.)     The residual status of key portions of the force is also 
reflected here. 

c. Define Performance Data Requirements  - Step 4.    Once the force 
evaluation objectives  and the MOEs with  their supporting effectiveness  in- 
dicators  are  identified,  it is  possible  to  determine specific performance 
daca requirements.     The organization of available DIVWAG model output data 
is a-rayed by Figure  2-8.    As shown by  that  figure,  model output in the  form 
of Blue and Red performance data is organized by force mission for selected 
type subordinate units and functional areas.     Section V of this chapter con- 
tains a set of arrays showing the organization of model output data for each 
of  the major categories marked by an asterisk in Figure 2-8.     Section V also 
contains  an explanation, with examples,   of  the use of  the model output data 
arrays. 

d. Develop Game Plan - Step 5.    The  game plan is  the director's detailed 
program for utilization of available resources (computer hours,   physical 
facilities,  and skilled manpower)   to execute  the war game. 

e. Load Game  Input Data - Step 6.     This  step  consists of  inserting  into 
Lht'  computer system  the detailed game  input data.     Included are  the  terrain 
characteristics;  weather data fo'-  the appropriate  location and  time  of year; 
the number,   type,   initial locations,  and performance characteristics  of Red 
.ind Blue  forces;  and  the types,  amounts,   and  technical and performance 
characteristics  of   their equipment. 

7.     CONDUCT OF  EVALUATION ANALYSIS  - PHASE  III.     Performance of  the  evaluation 
inaJysis  comprises   12  steps   (Steps   7   through  18  of  the evaluation methodology 
logic  flow.   Figure  2-1)  as described below. 

a. Select  a Force Mission - Step  7.     When game input data have been 
loaded,   a  force mission is selected in consonance with the game scenario;  and 
Blue and Red initial situation intelligence summaries and operation orders 
are  prepared.     These actions  represent  the initiation of dynamic play,   and 
avaiiabie  resources  of computer  time and skilled manpower are applied  in 
accordance with   the  game plan. 

b. Play  the Game - Step 8.    This step  includes  actions by  the control 
group and  the player  teams as well as  application of the model.    As  stated 
in paragraph  7a.,   action by the control group,   in  the form of issuing the 
initial Blue  and Red intelligence summaries,   normally marks  the beginning of 
dynamic play.     Next,   Blue and Red operations  orders  are prepared,  encoded, 
and   inserted  into  the  computer system.     Exercise of  the model produces  two 
forms  of output.     One  is  a report back  to  the  control group.    This  report 
provides  information on what happened  to  the Blue and Red units as well as 
their current location and status.    The control group uses  this  report  to 
initiate  the next  cycle of dynamic play.     The second form of model output  is 
detailed performance  data used to feed  the evaluation processes . 
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c. Select a Combat Activity - Step 9.     Evaluation of the performance of 
subordinate units  of  the  Blue force necessitates  identification of  the  combat 
activities in which  they participated individually during the time  the  force 
as a whole was  attempting  to accomplish  a  force mission.    The types  of such 
combat activities,   their duration,  and  the background  conditions  that existed; 
e.g.,  visibility,  weather,   terrain,  and posture,   provide  the basis  for 
corresponding subsets of model output data.     At Step 9,   one such combat 
activity  is  selected  for analysis. 

d. Extract Performance Data Set - Step  10.     Dynamic play produces 
performance  data  in   the  form of game records  and model  output.     The model 
provides  quantitative performance data output.     The game records prepared by 
the Red and Blue player  teams and the control group provide a history of  the 
period-to-period missions  assigned to  the subordinate elements of the Red and 
Blue forces,   the  tactical plans for the accomplishment of those missions,   and 
the unit after-action reports describing the simulated operations.     Game 
records  are critical sources of information for use in  the evaluation process, 
and  they serve to place  the model output in perspective.    Performance data 
packages     f model  output  for the combat activity selected at Step 9  are 
extracted,   together with  the supporting package of game  records.     Both  types 
of data are subjected  to quality control examination prior to initiation of 
any force evaluation processes. 

e. Conduct Statistical Analysis -  Step  11.     A statistical analysis  of 
selected effectiveness  indicators using data  from the simulation of a single 
combat activity  is   now conducted.    The statistical  procedures associated with 
this  analysis   are  outlined  in Section  III  of  this  chapter. 

f. Interpret  Analysis  Results  - Step   12.     The  results of  the statistical 
analysis   are   reviewed by  military analysts   to  determine why  the units  per- 
formed as   they  did  and  to evaluate  the military  significance of  ^ny  trends 
and variations  detected.     This review includes  an examination of  the battle- 
field background  conditions,   the missions  assigned  to  the subordinate units 
being analyzed,   and  the  orders given  to  them for  the performance of  those 
missions.    Additionally,   this  review provides  an opportunity for  the develop- 
ment of  insights   into   the   reasons  for deficiencies   in mission accomplishment. 
(nibiglits   are  defined as   intuitive observations  not   completely supported  by 
available  game  data.)     The  review culminates   in  a summary statement  of  how 
Lne  subordinate  units  performed in  the particular combat activity analyzed 
and why   they   performed  as   they did. 

g. Last  Combat Activity - Step  13.     At   this  point  in  the evaluation  a 
check is  made   to  determine  if all identified  combat  activities have  been 
analyzed.     If  not.   Steps   9   through 12  are   repeated until   the data subset  of 
each subordinate  unit  combat activity  identified within   the overall   force 
mission has  been  analyzed. 
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h.    Conduct  Statistical Analysis Across  Combat Activities - Step 14. 
A statistical analysis of  selected effectiveness  indicators using data from 
the simulation of  two or more combat activities is  conducted to support  the 
subjective analysis  described in Step 15.    The statistical procedures asso- 
ciated with  this  analysis  are outlined in Section  III  of  this  chapter. 

i.    Conduct Subjective Analysis Across Combat Activities - Step 15. 
After all type combcaL activities have been individually analyzed,  an analysis 
of  force performance  across  combat activities  is  conducted.     This analysis 
draws on the results  of  the statistical analysis  across  combat activities 
(Step Ik)  and on the previously  prepared summaries  of subordinate unit per- 
formance by combat activity   (Step  12).     It considers  data required by the 
MUEs and effectiveness  indicators  listed at Figures  2-3  through 2-7 as well 
as  all other game  records  and model output.     This  analytical effort culminates 
in a summary description of mission accomplishment by  the  force.    The summary 
includes: 

tasks. 
(1) A statement  of  the mission  to  include both  stated and implied 

(2) A statement  of whether  the mission was  accomplished. 

(3) Identification of  the degree of success  achieved. 

(4) A listing of  the identified strengths  and weaknesses with an 
.issos.jmeat  of  their  significance: 

(a) Where   the strengths  and weaknesses   are  peculiar  to a single 
combat  at tivity. 

(b) Where  the strengths and weaknesses  extend across  two or 
hiore  combat activities. 

(5) A comparison of all insights derived  from  the evaluation of 
subordinate  units by  combat  activity,  with  consistencies   and inconsistencies 
ident ified. 

j.     Sufficient  Data     -  Step  16.    At  this  point  in  the  evaluation a  check 
is   maö'i  Co determine  if   the evaluation of  the  force  completed  in Step  15  is 
an adequate response  to  the force evaluation objectives.     If not.  Steps  7 
through 15 are  repeated  for additional force missions  until  the performance 
data available will support an adequate force evaluation. 

k.     Porform Side Analysis  -  Step 17.     A side  analysis  is  an evaluation 
oi   game events  conducted  separately  from the main  flow of  the game.    The scope 
and magnitude of  a side  analysis   can vary,   and the  analytical method used 
is   dependent on  the  problem.     One method is  a parametric  analysis,   in which 
an  existing submodel,   a modified submodel,   or a special submodel is exercised 
repeatedly   to  review a  set  of war game conditions,   varying one  cond'   ion at 
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a  time to measure  the  resultant change.    Another method is  a detailed study 
of a subject derived  from the war game situation but not addressed in the 
dynamic play of  the game.     For example,  if  the dynamic play of the game did 
not simulate  the operations of medical units,  a study  could be made to deter- 
mine Llie adequacy oi such units within the force being gamed under tlm various 
sltuatiuns  developed in dynamic play.    The evaluation methodology can accom- 
modate any number of such side analyses,  subject  to  the availability of time 
and  resources. 

1.    Prepare Overall  Force Effectiveness  Summary -  Step  18.    The final 
step of  the force evaluation methodology is  preparation of an overall force 
effectiveness  summary.     This  summation dravs on  the summaries  previously pre- 
pared for force performance of individual missions   (Step  15);  on the results 
of all statistical  analyses   (Steps 11 and 14);  and on  the  results of any 
side analyses   (Step  17)   conducted.    The summary  is oriented  to responding to 
the  force evaluation objectives.     It reflects  the degree of mission accom- 
plishment attained by  the force,   the identified strengths  and weaknesses of 
the force,  and any  insights  secured as  to the reasons  for deficiencies in 
mission accomplishment. 
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Section  III.     STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

8.     INTRODUCTION.    This section  presents   the details of  the statistical 
analysis  procedures applied in  die  force evaluation methodology.     Section II 
indicated  that statistical analysis  is  used first  to evaluate  subordinate 
unit  performance during a single  type combat activity  (Step 11)  and  then to 
assess subordinate unit performance across all combat activities simulated 
(Step  15) .     The following paragraphs  describe the statistical  techniques 
used in  the  two steps  and  the  rationale  for  their selection.     Section IV 
then illustrates  their use with performance data generated by an actual 
simulation process. 

').      GAME  DATA ARRAYS: 

a. Each unit participating  in  the simulated combat  is  a source of 
data  that  can be analyzed.     Statistical analysis applied  to  the data can 
help determine force strengths  and weaknesses.    This must be done as  a 
function of background conditions of varying terrain,  weather,   vegetation, 
and  engagements/battles.     (The  term "background conditions"  corresponds  to 
the  statistical term "treatments," which is used extensively  in the  following 
discussion.)     The first step  is   to place the data into proper subsets. 

b. The totality of data  from a combat simulation can be visualized 
using Figure 2-9» 

where: i    =    unit type 

j     =    effectiveness  indicator  type 

k    =    activity  type 

ijk  represents   the  three  types. 

c. Each subscripted block contains  engagement data  for a  fixed unit 
type,   a  fixed activity  type,   and  a fixed effectiveness  indicator.     Since 
these  data  are  collected  for a variety  of activities  over an extended 
pi.-riod of   time,   the data collected  for  each block can be  placed  into 
Mibsets.     Each subset of data   is   to be a collection of information over 

i   fixed set of background conditions;   e.g.,   terrain,  brightness,   vegetation, 
weather,   and other significant  factors   that influence detection,   recognition, 
and   combat activity in general.     When  the data are placed in   their proper 
subsets  in this manner,   there will be a  row of engagement data  for each 
subset or  treatment  type.     Thus,   each  triple subscript corresponds  to a 
collection of engagement data presented in a two-dimensional  array. 

d. For eTch  treatment  type   the  final ranks,  developed  through  the use 
ul   statistical testing,   allow  the analyst  to draw inferences  about unit  (or 
weapon system)  performance.     From this set of ranked arrays  it is possible 
to  determine which of  the treatments was most significant in  the  total unit 
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Figure  2-9.     Data Array 
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performance. Evidently, if one treatment is consistently ranked above the 
others, this treatment must be considered in detail, since it "drove" the 
game output. This fact can be incorporated in the subjective analysis, which 
is a necessary complement to th" statistical analysis. 

10. STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES. After the data are arrayed as shown in Figure 
2-9, statistical analysis procedures can be applied. A series of well- 
defined statistical analysis techniques is incorporated in the evaluation 
methodology. These techniques are designed to provide an objective basis for 
the identification of significant strengths and weaknesses of division force 
elements and models. Although most of these tests and concepts are well 
known and are treated in many texts (references 1, 2, 3, A, and 5), this 
paragraph provides a brief description of each as background to aid the reader 
in understanding the statistical application described In subsequent para- 
graphs . 

a.  Statistical Hypothesis: 

(1) A statistical hypothesis is an assertion about the distribution 
of one or more random variables. If the statistical hypothesis completely 
specifies the distribution, it is called a simple statistical hypothesis; if 
it does not, it is called a composite statistical hypothesis. 

(2) A null hypothesis (HQ) is the statistical hypothesis that is 
subjected to a test. The hypothesis that remains tenable if the null hypothe- 
sis is rejected is called the alternative hypothesis (K^). Hypothesis test- 
ing can be viewed as a procedure whereby an experimenter decides which oae 
of a dichotomous set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses is to 
be rejected and which one is to be accepted at some specified risk of making 
an incorrect decision. 

(3) In the selection of forces for evaluation in a project, the 
military planner har in mind a hypothesis (or several hypotheses) with regard 
to force effectiveness.  In conducting the evaluation, the analysts state a 
hypothesis (or sets of hypotheses) that must be satisfied yet can be tested 
only after running the model.  Typical of the null hypotheses that may be 
tested are those shown in Figure 2-10. 

(A)  In both situations shown in Figure 2-10 there is stated a 
hypothesis regarding force effectiveness, which will be either accepted or 
rejected on the basis of model outputs. When a hypothesis is rejected or 
accepted on the basis of circumstances or special gamer developed tactics, 
the fact that human intervention played an important role in force effective- 
ness can be noted. Likewise, proper measures of force effectiveness that 
are solely weapons mix dependent can be used to test the null hypothesis 
H,.:  There is no difference in unit performance as weapons mix is varied. 
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SINGLE COMBAT ACTIVITY 

1. Battle characteristic^1 was not a statistically significant variable In 
determining the relative ranking' achieved by unlti across all measures 
of effectiveness (MOEs) and/or effectiveness Indicators (Els). 

2. There Is no statistically significant difference In the relative rankings 
achieved by units equipped with weapon system^, as compared to the rankings 
achieved by similar type units equipped with weapon sfsteau, across all 
MOEs and/or Els. 

3. There Is no statistically significant difference In the relative rankings 
achieved by units equipped with sensor mlxj, as compared to the rankings 
achieved by similar type units equipped with sensor mlxj, acrosu all MOEs 
or Els. 

TWO OR MORE COMBAT ACTIVITIES 

1. Battle characteristic^ was not a statistically significant variable In 
determining the relative rankings achieved by unltj across all MOEs and 
combat activities^. 

2. There is no statistically significant difference la the relative rankings 
achieved by units equipped with weapon system^, as compared to the rankings 
achieved by similar type units equipped with weapon system«, across all 
MOEs and combat activities. 

3. There is no statistically significant difference in the relatlvi rankings 
achieved by units equipped with sensor mlx^, as compared to the rankings 
achieved by similar type units equipped with sensor mlxj, across all MOEs 
and combat activities. 

4. There is no statistically significant difference in the relative rankings 
for MOEj achieved by unltj across all combat activities. 

5. There is no statistically significant difference in the relative rankings 
for MOEi achieved by the division force across all combat activities. 

Notes: 

1    Example battle characteristics consist of the following: 

Visibility condition 
Terrain type 
Blue mission 
Red mission 
Blue posture 
Red posture 

Duration of  the battle 
Force ratio 
Blue weapons mix 
Red weapons mix 
Blue sensor mix 
Red sensor mix 

'    The  term "relative rankings"  refers  to the cardinal number associated with 
the comparative performance of different  type units within a major category, 
as measured by a particular MOE;  e.g., different  types of maneuver units, 
field artillery units,  or DAFS units. 

3    Combat activities  include attack/counterattack,  defense, withdraw/delay,  and 
covering force. 

Figure 2-10.     Typical Null Hypotheses 
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Testing  these hypotheses Is  equivalent  to  asking a question about  the system 
of Interest,   rephrasing the question so only one of  two possibilities  is   true, 
and  then  testing to  determine which is  correct. 

(5)     In any case the planner and  the analyst work together in  that 
they ask  the same questions,  which can be  answered only by  the game data 
output.     Both planner and analyst are  interested  in developing a good model 
so the proper inference can be made when the null hypothesis is either 
accepted or rejected.    The procedure by which this decision is made  is  called 
a statistical  test.     The next paragraph deals with the type of statistical 
tests  that can be employed to determine  force effectiveness using output  data 
from a war game or set of simulations  constituting an entire game. 

b.     Statistical Test.    A statistical  test is   the comparison of  two 
hypotheses  in  the  light of sample data  according  to A set of decision rules. 
A test of a statistical hypothesis  is  a rule which, when the experimental 
sample values  have been obtained,   leads   to  a decision to accept or to reject 
the hypothesis  under consideration.    A variety of standard statistical  tests 
are well  known and  can be used in hypothesis  testing;  however,   in some re- 
search situations,   it is not possible  to specify   the functional  form of  the 
population distribution as  is  necessary in  parametric statistics.     Statistical 
procedures  that do  not depend on a knowledge of population distributions  and 
associated parameters  are called nonpararaetric or  distribution-free methods. 
These nonparametric methods are used when  the researcher is  generally  unable 
or unwilling  to assume  that  the underlying populations are normally   (Gaussian) 
distributed  or have  equal variances   (homoscedastic).    The nonparametric  methods 
have been selected   for use in  the  force evaluation methodology.     Most prominent 
among  these   tests   are: 

.     The  Kruskal-Wallis Test 

.     The   Friedman Test 

The  Mann-Whitney Test 

(1)     Kruskal-Wallis  One-Way Analysis of  Variance   (ANOVA)   by  Ranks. 
Kruskal and Wallis   (1952)  developed a nonparametric  test based on ranks. 
Their one-way  analysis  of variance by   ranks   provides  a  test of  the null 
hypothesis   that k Independent samples were   drawn  from k  identically  distributed 
populations.     It is  assumed that the data provide  at least ordinal informa- 
tion and  that   the underlying probability distribution is  continuous.     The 
Kruskal-Wallis  one-way ANOVA by  ranks   proceeds  as   follows: 

(a)     Rank  the N  items   from largest   to smallest.     Should   ties 
occur,   the   tied  items  are  ranked according   to  the  mean  rank of all  items   in 
the  tie group.     (The  reliability of  this   test remains  unaltered  if   items are 
ranked  from smallest   to  largest.) 

V 
(b)  Count the number In each tie groi 

Calculate T, = tj - t  for each tie group. 
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(c) Arrange the rankings Into columns by mission and calculate 
the column rank sum R. . 

where; 

(d) Calculate: 

k 

H = 12    VR 
^ + 1) ^-^ n 

2  - 3(N + 1) 

N(N + 1) 
1=1 

z1-    Lh 
N3 - N 

k = number of rank sums; i.e., number of columns 

u. = number of entries in each column 

N = total number of samples 

(e) Reject the null hypothesis (H0) at significance level a 
if H>Xa  with k-1 degrees of freedom. 

(2)  Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) by Ranks. 
Friedman (1937) has developed a nonparametric test based on ranks that can 
be used when matched subjects are obtained.  Friedman's two-way analysis of 
variance by ranks provides a test of the null hypothesis that k related 
samples were drawn from k identically distributed populations.  The Friedman 
two-way ANOVA proceeds as follows: 

(a) Cast the scores into a two-way table having N columns 
(conditions) and k rows (subjects or groups). 

(b) Rank the scores in each column from 1 to k. 

(c) Determine the sum of ranks in each row R.. 

(d) Compute: 

12 
Xr2 Nk(k+1) 

£<*/ - 3N(k+l) 

(e) Use tables (Seigel) to determine probability of occurrence 
of null hypothesis.  For large N and/or k,  Xr is equivalent to the 
parametric chi-square test with k-1 degrees of freedom. 
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(f)     If  the probability yielded by  the appropriate method is 
t.;f|ual  to or less  than a reject  the null hypothesis H„. 

(3)     Mann-Whitney U-Test: 

(a) The Mann-Whitney U-statistic can be employed to make 
orthogonal comparisons among the k  treatment population or  to  determine which 
comparisons among the k treatment population are significant.     In conjunction 
with  the U-tests,  a pairwise analysis must be employed in order to assign 
final ordinal ranks  to the population. 

(b) The general scheme of pairwise testing using the Mann- 
Whitney U-Tes- should be as  follows: 

_1.    Test pairs k-1 units apart. 

2,    Test pairs k-2 units apart. 

_3.    Test pairs k-3 units  apart. 

k-1.    Test pairs  1 unit  apart. 

4^.    When no difference is noted between two pairs,   assign 
an average  rank  to  those in the set between,  and including,   the two options 
tested and proceed  to whichever set of  pairs  contains only the remaining 
untested options. 

(c)     The Mann Whitney U-Test  then proceeds stepwise as   follows: 

_1.    After determining  the size of each of  the two groups 
being  tested,   call  the number of  items  in the smallest  group n-^ and  the 
number of  items  in  the other group rij- 

2_. Rank then^ + n2 items from 1 to nj + n? by assigning 
the smallest item the rank 1. (This could be done in reverse order and the 
largest  item would  then receive    a rank  1). 

j3.    Compute: 

U.     =    n-j^ + 

n1(n1 + 1) 

- R. 

U2    -    n1n2 + 
n2(n    + 1) 

- h 
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where:     R, rank sum for the group n, 

rank sum for the group n2 

4. 

_5. Assuming n« > 20 calculate the normalized value; 

Choose U to be the smallest of U, and Uj. 

U - 
n1n2 

Z = 

\(N-I) ^   i2      -i-'iy 

(For smaller sample size calculations see Siegel (reference 1).) 

where: 

N = n1 + n2 

T,. = t. th .    .j  - t. and tj = number of elements in i  tie group. 

JK  Use the value Z to test the null hypothesis of no 
difference between options.  The test is exactly the same as the normal 
distribution test of the hypothesis that the means of two samples are drawn 
from the same population. 

(4)  Nemenyi Test: 

(a) An alternative a posteriori procedure for determining which 
pairwise comparisons among k treatment populations are significant was 
proposed by Nemenyi (1963).  This procedure involves less computational labor 
than the Mann-Whitney U-Test and is based on the Kruskal-Wallis test.  In 
order to reject the hypothesis that two samples j and j' were drawn from 
identically distributed populations the absolute value of the difference d 
for ranks j and j' must exceed dKW where: 

ft £ ^ i £ v) 
ana; 

dKW = ^k-i -jm.±Ai -j 
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The Kruskal-Wallis test requires that data be arrayed, ranks applied, and a 
quantity H calculated. When pairwise testing, d represents the difference 
between mean rank for the two rows corresponding to the two conditions under 
test; Ho, k-1 represents that value which H, calculated by the Kruskal-Wallis 
test, must exceed in order for the Kruskal-Wallis test to reject the null 
hypothesis; N is the total population under test; and the constants n.. and 
nj' represent the number of entries in rows j and j'. 

(b)  By analogy, the two-way test requires that the absolute 
difference d for ranks j and j' exceed dF, where: 

and: 

dF 
k(k + 1) 
■ ■'-■■■■*■'■ ' 

6n 

In these expressions, n represents the number of ranked columne, k is the 
number of rows in the array to be tested, and X^,« is equivalent to x«, k-1. 

(c)  These tests have the advantage that throughout their 
execution the significance level a   is maintained for evöry test. Also, they 
require that the input data be ranked only once, thus decreasing computer 
time.  The treatment of game output data can proceed using either the 
Mann-Whitney U-test or the Nemenyi test.  For purposes of illustration the 
Mann-Whitney U-test has been incorporated into the procedures described by 
this section, 

c. Hypothesis Testing.  Hypothesis-testing procedures are tools that aid 
an experimenter in interpreting the outcome of research.  Such procedures 
should not be permitted co replace the judicial use of logic by an alert 
analytic experimenter.  In particular, the technique of nonparametrlc analysis 
of variance described above should be considered an aid in summarizing data. 
It should be used to help an analyst understand what went on during conduct 
of the war game so that proper inferences can be made to assist in the 
decision making process. 

d. Significance Level: 

(1)  For every null hypothesis HQ, there exists at least one alter- 
native hypothesis Hj. An a priori procedure is to reject HQ in favor of Hj^ if 
a statistical test yields a value whose associated probability of occurrence 
under HQ is equal to or less than some small probability sympolized as a . 
That small probability is called the level of significance. There are two 
types of errors which may be made in arriving at a decision about HQ. 

(a) A Type I error is the rejection of HQ when in ract the hypoth- 
esis is true. The significance level o is the probability that a statistical 
test will yield a value for which the null hypothesis will be rejected when 
in fact it is true.  That is, the significance level indicates the probability 
of committing the Type I error. 
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(b) A Type II error is the acceptance of Hg when in fact 
Lhe liypotliesis is false. /? is the probability that a statistical test will 
yieJd a value for which the null hypothesis will be accepted when in fact it 
is false. That is, ß  gives the probability of committing the Type II error. 

(2) The power of a test, 1 -ß,  tells the probability of rejecting 
Lhc null hypothesis when it is false (and thus should be rejected).  Power 
is related to the nature of the statistical test chosen and depends upon the 
sample size N. 

11.  CONCEPT FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN SINGLE FORCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY: 

a. Introduction.  The statistical analysis within the evaluation method- 
ology is an approach to determining significant strengths and weaknesses of a 
force structure.  It can also be used to aid the model builder by indicating 
those models or portions of a model that are insensitive to variations in 
battle characteristi«s/combat conditions (or treatments, in the statistical 
senpeN; therefore, the techniques described herein should be viewed also as 
an i.tegral part of the experimental design of a model. Experimental design 
refers to five interrelated activities required in the investigation of 
sci^nrific or research h>potheses. These activities, listed in the order 
pc  ormed, are as follows: 

(1) Formulate statistical hypotheses and make plans for the collec- 
tion and analysis of data to test the hypotheses. 

(2) State decision rules to be followed in testing the hynotheses. 

(3) Collect data according to plan. 

(4) Analyze data according to plan. 

(5) Make decisions concerning the statistical hypotheses based on 
decision rules and inductive inferences concerning the probable truth or 
falsity of research hypotheses. 

b. Procedures: 

(1) The  objective of  the statistical  analysis  is  to present  a 
coherent  and logical mathematical basis  for  the analysis  of  the effectiveness 
of  a single  force of  division size.     In this  context comparisons  are made 
among constituents  of  t.-e division. 

(2) The  OULJJUC   from  the  conduct  of  a war  game presents   a myriad of 
data  to  the analyst.     This data set must be  reduced before logical  conclusions 
and proper  inferences  can be drawn. 

(3) The utilization of war  gaming data as  a vehicle  for making 
decisions  proceeds by properly segregating  the data and applying tests  ':o 
eventually determine  ranks  for each unit across  missions  as  the  treatment 
varies.     This  reduces  the overwhelming amount of  initial  data into manageable 
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sets.  These sets can be used by the analyst to determine unit effectiveness 
(or weapons effectiveness) and, eventually, the total force effectiveness as 
treatments are varied.  This process can be thought of as an effort to make 
the decision maker's work more tenable. 

(4)  Figure 2-11 presents a logical flow diagram for statistical 
analysis. 

12. APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY. The analysis methodology may be 
best explained with reference to Figure 2-11. As indicated in Figure 2-11 
there are three phases. 

a.  Phase I: 

(1) Collect game output data and array results as shown in Figure 
2-9. 

(2) Begin with unit 1, activity type 1, and effectiveness indicator 
1; i.e., ijk = 111 in the block data scheme. 

(3) For this case, construct an array of engagement data versus 
treatment type. 

(4) For the array constructed, assign ranks and apply the Kruskal- 
Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by the Mann Whitney U-Test.  This will give a 
set of ranks for unit 1, activity type 1, and effectiveness indicator type 1, 
which should be recorded. At this point an inference can be made as to how 
treatments influenced engagement outcome.  This will aid the overall analysis, 

(5) Proceed to effectiveness indicator type 2 foi. unit type 1 and 
activity type 1.  For the resulting data set (ijk = 121) apply the logic 
presented in Stops 3 and 4.  Reiterate the procedure for each effectiveness 
Indicator. 

(6) After exhausting the set of effectiveness indicators for unit 
type 1 and activity type 1, change unit type and consider the data in the 
data block, ijk = 211, following Steps 3 and 4.  Reiterate this procedure 
until all effectiveness indicator data for unit type 2 and activity type 1 
have been exhausted. 

(7) Using steps equivalent to Step 6, treat all data for unit types 
1 through 5 with a fixed activity type. 

(8) Next, move down one row and begin with the data set ijk = 112. 
I'sinj', Steps 4, 5, and 6, treat the remaining data sets (e.g., 122 and 132). 

(9) Next, change unit type and consider data sets ijk = 212, 222, 
and 232. Reiterate for data sets 312, 322, and 332; 412, 422, and 432; and 
512, 522, and 532. 
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(10) Next, move down one row and continue the process with data 
sets ijk = 113, 123, and 133; 213, 223, and 233; and 313, 323, and 333. 

(11) This process is continued until each unit type has been 
analyzed across ail effectiveness indicators for each activity type. 

b. Phase II: 

(12) We now collect the ranks for unit 1 and activity 1. The array 
shown in Figure 2-12 is then subjected to a two-way ANOVA (Friedman and 
U-Test) to acquire final ranks for unit 1 and all treatment types. 

EI1 EI2 EI3 EI4 
1 

EI5 

Treatment 1 1 4 1 2 1 

Treatment 2 2 1 2 3 2 

Treatment 3 3 3 4 4 3 

Treatment 4 4 2 3 1 4 

Note:  El = Effectiveness Indicator 

Figure 2-12. Calculated Ranks by Activity Type and Indicator Type 
for Fixed Combat Activity and One Unit 

(13) Repeat Step 12 for each unit type and activity type; i.e., 
proceed across the rows in Figure 2-9.  Then, change activity type and repeat 
Steps 12 and 13.  Continue until all entries in each data block have been 
reduced to a single set of ranks. The resultant array is two-dimensional 
and similar to that shown in Figure 2-13. 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Activity 1 Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks 

Activity 2 Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks 

Activity 3 Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks 

Activity 4 Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks 

Figure 2-13. Ranks by Treatment Type 
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c.    Phase  III: 

(14)    Fix the treatment type and extract the rank by unit type and 
activity type from Figure 2-13.    This results in a single entry in Figure 
2-14 for each rank. 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Activity 1 Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

Activity 2 Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank  | 

Activity 3 Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

Activity 4 Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank  j 

Figure 2-14.     Unit Ranks by Activity Type for a  Fixed Treatment Typ. 

For  example,   if in Step  13,   the result for four treatment  types was as shown 
in Figure 2-15, 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Activity 1 1 
3 
4 
2 

1 
2 
3 
4 

2 
4 
1 
3 

3 
1 
4 
2 

1   1 
2 
3 | 
4 | 

Activity 2 2 
1 
3 
4 

4 
3 
1 
2 

2 
1 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4   j 

Activity 3 1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

3 
1 
2 
4 

1 | 
3 
2 j 
4 

Activity 4 1 
2 
3 
4 

2 
1 
3 
4 

2 
4 
1 
3 

2 
3 
1 
4 

1 
2   I 
3 
4   | 

Treatment Type 1 
Treatment Type 2 
Treatment Type 3 
Treatment Type 4 

Figure 2-15.     Example of Ranks by Treatment Type 
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the  new array  for Step  14  for  treatment 1 would be as shown in  Figure  2-16. 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Activity 1 1 1 2 3 1 

Activity 2 2 4 2 1 1 

Activity 3 1 1 1 3 1 

Activity 4 1 2 2 2 1 

Figure 2-16.     Example of Unit Ranks by Activity Type for 
a Fixed Treatment Type 

(15) The set of  ranks  acquired in Step  14 is  used as  raw data. 
Each  column entry is  reranked from 1  through 4. 

(16) Return to Step  13,   select a different  treatment  type,  and 
proceed until all  treatment  types  are exhausted. 

(17)    The final set  of  ranks  is displayed as  indicated  in Figure 
2-17 

S 
y /S 

Other Treatments 

Treatment  2 

N.    Unit 
\Type 

Activity N. 
Type        \ 

Treatmen 

1 

t 1 

2 •" N 

Attack 
Defense 

Cover Ranks Ranks Ranks 
i-ie iay 

Figun; 2-17.  Final Arrays by Treatment Type 
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d.     Results.    This  final  configuration indicates by  treatment how well 
each unit performed;   thus,   unit strengths  and weaknesses  and,   therefore, 
force structure strengths  and weaknesses may be related directly  to  the 
treatment.    This allows  the analyst  to make decisions  that have more  than a 
purely  judgmental basis  and presents  supporting information for analysis of 
the primary measure of effectiveness,   mission accomplishment.     Section IV 
presents  an examide of  the application of  the evaluation methodology  to data 
generated through a simulation process. 
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Section IV.  EVALUATION METHODOLOGY EXAMPLE 

13. INTRODUCTION. This section presents an example of evaluation methodology 
procedures using performance data generated by combat simulation.  The 
analysis is for example purposes only, and the results cannot be considered 
definitive for reasons pointed out in the discussion.  The example is 
intended primarily to provide an understanding of the kinds of inferences 
to be drawn from statistical analysis and the synthesis of these results 
with subjective analysis to produce an evaluation of force effectiveness. 

14. EXAMPLE. The following example presentation is keyed to the evaluation 
methodology logic ''low, Figure 2-1.  Where the problem or the example data 
were insufficient to support specific steps of the logic flow, their 
application is described relative to a more extensive analysis problem. 

a. Input - Phase I. The results of a 19-hour period of continuous 
combat simulation generated by the DIVTAG II war game model were selected for 
the example analysis. The period was originally prepared and run for the 
purpose of testing the validity of ÜSL orders issued by gamers for an extended 
battle time period. The scenario was provided by CSC-CDRO analysts, and the 
data were selected from the FARMWAG data base. The 3d Armored Division, as 
organized and equipped in FARMWAG, was simulated in the 19-hour period against 
a Red threat as postulated in the FARMWAG game. 

b. Game Preparation - Phase II (Steps 1 through 6): 

(i)  Analyze Objectives - Step 1. Although the purpose of the 
example evaluation is to illustrate procedures, the objective of the example 
analysis can be stated as the determination of the degree to which the Blue 
force could successfully conduct a position defense against an attacking Red 
force in the Fulda Gap area of Germany. 

(2) Select Secondary MOEr,  Step 2. Analysis and evaluation of the 
firepower function was selected as the bost vehicle for illustrating the 
methodology clearly and concisely; therefore, the secondary MOE, personnel 
casualties and key equipment losses per unit of time as a percent of the 
total force, was used. 

(3) Select Effectiveness Indicators - Step 3.  The effectiveness 
indicators supporting the secondary MOE are based on personnel casualties 
and tank and APC losses for both Red and Blue for each battle period: 

Percent of Red personnel killed 

Percent of Red tanks killed 

. Percent of Red APCs killed 

R 

■ R. 

AAPC 
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Percent of Blue personnel killed 

Percent of Blue tanks killed 

.  Percent of Blue APCs killed = B APC 

These effectiveness indicators were then divided by the battle time for each 
engagement to extract: 

Rate of total Red personnel killed   - Rate of R 

Rate of total Red tanks killed 

Rate of total Red APCs killed 

- Rate of R. 

- Rate of R APC 

Rate of total Blue personnel killed  - Rate of B 

Rate of total Blue tanks killed 

Rate of Blue APCs killed 

absolute exchange ratios and rates: 

Total Red personnel killed 
Total Blue personnel killed 

Total Red tanks killed 
Total Blue tanks killed 

Total Red APCs killed 
Total Blue APCs killed 

and relative exchange ratios and rates: 

Rr/B c c 

Rt/Bt 

KAPC/BAPC 

R rate/B rate 
c     c 

R rate/B rate 

RAPC rate/BAPC rate 

- Rate of B, 

- Rate of B APC 

- Red rate 
Blue rate 

- Red tank rate 
Blue tank rate 

- Red APC rate 
Blue APC rate 
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(4) üufine Performance Data Requirements - Step 4.  For the 
restricted example, performance data requirements were limited to Blue and 
Red casualty and loss data by type.  The data required are presented below: 

Red personnel casualties 

Red APC casualties 

Red tank casualties 

Blue personnel casualties 

Blue tank casualties 

Blue APC casualties 

Battle time 

Initial Red/Blue strengths 

Section V  of   this  chapter discusses   the  definition of performance  data 
requirements,   the  organization of available output data,   and  the selection  of 
performance  data  for more extensive evaluation problems. 

(5) Develop Game Plan -  Step   5.     Since   the  19-hour period  subjected 
to analysis was  run for other purposes,   the development of a game plan was 
unnecessary.     Normally,   a game plan would be  prepared  to support  the  specific 
force evaluation objective and would consider such areas of game management 
as  allocation of  resources,   time scheduling,   and game  record  requirements. 

(6) Load Game  Input Data -  Step  6.     The  data  used  for  the   example 
period were  already  loaded in  the  FARMWAG data base and were modified only 
slightly  to meet  the original test requirements. 

c.     Data Evaluation - Phase III   (Steps   7  through 18): 

(1) Select  Force Mission -  Stap   7.     The missions  in which   the  test 
forces   are simulated is  a function of   the  scenario developed  for  the   game. 
The  evaluation methodology  logic  flow  provides   for  the evaluation phase   to 
be  entered by  selection of a mission  for simulation,  with Steps   7   through   15 
being  repeated  for different missions   until sufficient  data are obtained   to 
substantiate a  determination of overall   force effectiveness.     The mission  of 
the blue   force  simulated  in the 19-hour   test  period was   to defend  at   prepared 
positions . 

(2) Exercise Model -  Step  8.     The  DIVTAG  II war game model  was 
exercised   to  produce   the  data analyzed  in  the  example  evaluation.     Many errors 
in  the mathematical  formulation of DIVTAG  II  equations  describing particular 
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physical  effects have been noted  (IMPWAG study.  Appendix C) ;   therefore,   the 
analysis  results are not definitive,  but the output can be  used as  a vehicle 
for  illustrative purposes. 

(3)    Selec     & Combat Activity - Step 9: 

(a) As discussed in Sections  II and III,   the data sets 
subjected  to analysis  consist  of performance data produced by simulation of 
the distinct combat activities  engaged in by subordinate elements  of the 
total  force.    After  the model  is exercised to simulate  force performance in 
a single mission assignment.   Step 9  of  the methodology  calls  for selection 
of a single combat activity  to constitute a data c,er  for analysis.     Steps  9 
through  12 are repeated for a  different combat activity until all activities 
simulated during the mission are analyzed.    The combat  activity data set is 
subset  on  the basis  of battle variables,  such as   terrain,  visibility,  and 
combat support. 

(b) The example period provided only one combat activity for 
the Blue  force,  a defense during which Blue held its  position or withdrew 
only slightly and reinforced when in  trouble.    During  the period Red advanced 
and reinforced to maintain or enhance  the advancement.     The  combat activity 
simulated during the period  included  four battles  as  depicted in Figure 2-18. 
The holding attack in  the north was  Battle ALFA,   ehe secondary attack was 
Battle  BRAVO,   the holding attack in  the center  through  Fulda was  Battle 
CHARLIE,   and  the main attack was  Battle DELTA. 

(c) Battle ALFA was   fought as a holding action by  Red because 
of  the difficult terrain  together with the fact  that  a successful attack in 
that area would have no place  to go with respect  to  the overall Red strategy. 
Accordingly,  it was  the mission of Red to maintaxn that amount of pressure 
necessary  to contain Blue and  even  to  cause Blue  to reinforce  if  this were 
feasible with the relatively  limited resources  available to  the attacker. 
For  these purposes,   the Red attacker was  allotted  two motorized rifle 
battalions (MRB) for  the initial assault;  however,   one  tank battalion from 
the reserve was alerted  to reinforce should losses exceed a  threshold.    The 
threshold vas set at the equivalent of three rifle companies.     Using the 
controlled pressure  tactics  prescribed.   Red fought more  than 10 hours before 
reinforcemen*" was required.     With  the reinforcement by  the  tank battalion, 
Red stepped up  the pressure.     Some  6 hours  later  Blue  had been attrited  to 
the point  that he had  to give  up ground or reinforce.     Because  the northern 
Blue brigade was  in an area defense,   and since ?diacent units were  '„ontaining 
tli(j enemy,   he chose   to   reinforce. 

(dj     Battle  BRAVO was   conceived as  a complicated battle,  with 
Blue  suffering sufficient  losses  initially  to permit  a Red  penetration,  which 
would  have been countered by   a Blue   counterattack with  a  tank heavy battalion, 
to be   countered,   in   turn,   by   the commitment of  two Red  tank battalions  from 
the  reserve.    Loss  rates  in  the BLF model did not go as predicted;   accordingly, 
there were no reinforcements,   and  the batile continued unrealistically 
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Ce)    Battle CHARLIE,  a holding attack as conceived by Red, 
nevertheless had adequate power to constitute a serious  threat to the Blue 
defenses had the Blue attack helicopters  (Cobras) not taken a heavy toll 
of Red's  armored vehicles.    The devastating action of these Cobras  resulted 
in Red breaking off the engagement. 

(f) Battle DELTA was designed as the main attack; accordingly, 
it was heavily weighted with tank strength.    Blue Cobra attacks effectively 
reduced  this  tank strength;   nevertheless.  Red was able  to force Blue into 
his  first delaying position while Red penetrated the Blue area to a depth of 
some  7 kilometers. 

(g) In summary,   the battles constituting the 19-hour  test 
period are as  follows: 

1.    ALFA: 

a.    Phase I (10-hours 26 uiinutes) . Blue mechanized 
infantry battalion task force attacked by two Red motorized rifle battalions. 

b^. Phase II (5 hours 54 minutes). Red reinforced 
with a tank battalion to carry on the attack. 

by a tank battalion. 
c.    Phase III (2 hours 40 minutes). Blue reinforced 

2^.    BRAVO (19 hours).  Blue mechanized Infantry battalion 
task force defended against an attack by one Red tank battalion and one Red 
motorized rifle battalion. 

3. CHARLIE: 

au Phase I (1 hour 44 minutes). Blue armored battalion 
task force supported by two attack helicopter troops defended against two 
Red tank battalions. 

b^. Phase 11 (3 hours 56 minutes). Red, reinforced 
by one tank battalion, fights Blue less Cobra. 

£. Phase III (13 hours 19  minutes).  Red discontinues 
attack but sustains losses due to Blue artillery. 

4. DELTA: 

a.    Phase  I   (2 hours  52 minutes).     Blue mechanized 
infanury battalion  task force supported by one  attack helicopter  troop 
defends agai  st Red attack by  three   motorized   rifle battalions and one 
tank battalijn. 
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b^.    Phase II   (1 hour 50 minutes).    Red loses one  tank 
battalion but is  reinforced by  three new  tank battalions and  forces  Blue to 
withdraw.     Blue no  longer has  attack helicopter  support. 

£.    Phase III   (1 hour 11 minutes).    Blue defends  at 
first phase line after withdrawal. 

cL    Phase IV  (12 hours  54 minutes).     Blue  reinforces 
at  first phase line with one armored battalion  task force and holds position. 

(n)     A subjective analysis  of  the  results of the 19-hour  period 
indicates   that both Blue and Red must be  considered as successful in mission 
accomplishment.     The rationale  for  this  conclusion is as  follows: 

I.     In the northern Blue brigade the mission was area 
defense.    At  the end of  the period Blue was  in his original positions.     Red's 
nission in Battle   A;       vas  containment.     That Red was successful  is  evidenced 
by  the  tact  tha*"    !i. :  committed his  reserve battalion in a reinforcing role. 

2^.     Ir.  üie southern Blue brigade the Battle DELTA mission 
was delay.     At  the  end of  the period  the  force  containing the main Red  attack 
was defending at his  first delay position,   even  though he was  reinforced at 
that position by  the Blue brigade reserve.     The  other delaying battalion was 
in his  original defensive position. 

j}.    This relative success by  Blue was very costly to one 
of his  predominant weapon systems,   the Cobra.     Even though he killed Red 
tanks  at a  rate of  6  to 1 Cobra  lost,  he nevertheless lost 81 percent of  this 
asset. 

(4)     Extract Performance  Data Set -  Step  10: 

(a)     With  the current version of   the DIVTAG II model  output, 
the data extraction effort was  of primary  importance since  it required  the 
most  time.     The effort involved in extracting performance data from the 
printouts   of   the   test battles   conducted was  considerable.     The  reports   used 
were: 

Assessment  Report 

Battle  Engagement  Report 

Movement Report 

Unit   Status  File  Dump 

DSL  Printout 
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(b) Äs each battle was  traced through its course,   the points 
in that battle were noted when either side took an action üiat had the effect 
of changing  the battle conditions.     These points were deduced from analyses 
of DSL  (which said what the player wanted  to do under vari'   3 conditions), 
the Movement Report  (which showed who moved, when,  to where,   and how often 
he was  fired on),   and the Battle Engagement Report  (which showed  the location 
of each engagement and the time it occurred as well as  the results).     This 
process entailed much maneuvering as  the various data were studied.    For 
instance,   it was  noted that Battle ALFA had a variety of time intervals 
between engagements.    The interval was greater as  time went by and losses 
mounted,  but midway  through the period  the  time  interval dropped  from 61 
minutes   to 16 miautes.    A study of all the output  revealed that just prior 
to  this  point.   Red w-^s reinforced with a  tank battalion;   thus,  a new set of 
battle  conditions   .xisted.     For statistical analysis purposes,  summaries  of 
performance  data up  to that point had  to be laboriously tabulated  from  the 
Battle Engagement Report,   the Movement Report,   and the Assessment Report to 
arrive  at  the status of units  and their losses  from various  causes.     Later 
in the same battle.   Blue reinforced with  a  tank battalion;  and,  again,   a 
new set  of battle  data up  to  that point had  to be extracted manually. 

(c) With the aid of considerable  experience in DIVTAG II 
output,   and by  a process of trial  and error,   the  following subsets  of data 
were extracted,   from which  the statistical  analysis could be performed: 

Battle ALFA 3 subsets 

.     Battle BRAVO      -    1 subset 

Battle CHARLIE -    2 subsets   (plus a period of losses 
to artillery  only) 

.     Battle DELTA      -    2 subsets 

.     Battle DELTA 1-2  subsets 

(d) In this  test  case,   the  conditions under which a summaiy 
of performance was  prepared and a new battle was   considered  to have begun 
were: 

Either Red or Blue  committed an  additional unit 
to  the  engagement 

Either Red or Blue withdrew or  discontinued  the attack. 

(e) The data set extracted was small;  however,   since  ths 
problem of  extraction of data  from the  current DIVTAG II  output  format  was  so 
time  consuming,   only a limited number  of  effectiveness  indicators  was  used. 
The  data set   is  presented in Step  4 and was  used   to calculate   the  designated 
effectiveness  indicators presented in Step   3. 
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(f)     The  effectiveness indicator data were  then arrayed.     Since 
Ked had only one  combat activity—attack—and Blue had only one combat 
iilivily — di-JiMul,   the  analysis  across  combat  activities  could not  be  made. 

Also,   because DIV'i'AG  11  is  not sufficicutly versatile,   it was impossible  for 
the analysis  to  consider variations  in weather,   terrain,  light level,   mobility, 
and other background conditions which contribute to the effectiveness  of a 
force.     Furthermore,   for this  test,   only a  few units  participated;   therefore, 
rather than testing backgroun' conditions,  engagement data were collected by 
unit  type with  no variation in treatment.     Three unit structures were used  on 
the Blue side: 

Mechanized 

Armor 

Mechanized and armor 

and four unit structures were used on  the Red side: 

Motorized 

Armor 

Motorized    and armor 

Motorized,    armor,  and air defense. 

The data set,   therefore,  was arrayed by  effectiveness  indicator and unit  type 
as shown in  Figure 2-19. 

(5)     Conduct  Statistical Analysis and  Interpret Analysis Results  - 
Steps   11 and  12.     After   the output  data were  organized into proper subsets, 
the statistical  analysis was initiated.     The  following description of   the 
statistical  analysis  is  keyed to  the statistical analysis diagram.   Figure 
2-11 of Section  III,  and  the accompanying discussion;   however,  since  the 
example  period  included  only one combat  activity  for both Red and Blue,   the 
full analysis  procedures  could not be performed.     Only  the  first  four steps 
of Phase  I  of  the  three-phase procedure   (Figure  2-11)  were carried  through. 
Other steps  were  not  used because  of a  lack of  data.     The data allowed only 
the application  of   the  Kruskal-Wallis one-way   analysis  of variance.     The 
lack of data prevented   the application of   the  Mann-Whitney U-Test  and   the 
initiation  of  pairwise   testing.     The   following  paragraphs  describe stepwise 
the statistical   analysis   procedures  applied under Phase  I  of  the  analytical 
methodology   (Section  III)   and present an  interpretation of  the  results   for 
example purposes. 

(a)     Array Game Output  Data.     As   described  for Step  10,   the 
game output  data were arrayed by unit  type  versus  engagement outcome.     Three 
blocks   of data were used where each  block  pertains   to a  fixed unit  type.     In 
this   respect   the   Ijl,   2J1,   and 3jl  blocks were  of  Interest.     In each   case 
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o0 

o EI  n -  Absolute Exchange   Ratio   (Inl) 

El  4  -  Red Personnel Casualty Rate   (141) 

El   3 -   Fraction  of  Red Personnel  Casualties   (131) 

El  2 -  Blue Personnel Casualty Rate   (121) 

Effectiveness   Indicator 1   (El   1)  - 
Fraction of  Blue  Personnel  Casualties   (111) 

Mech TF 

Armor TF 

Mi'd   t*  Armor 

0.055,   0.058,   0.107, 0.045,  0.045,  0.0 

0.035,   0.136 

0.00b,   0.168 

Figure   2-19.     Data Array   for  Bluf  Defense 
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j was allowed to have all values from 1 Co as many indicators as were desired. 
liiere are  two separate and distinct sets  of blocks  of  this kind.    One pertains 
lo imgagLMiient  results  using Blue unitSi and  the other relates  to Red units. 
For the Red units  four blocks were used. 

(b)     Begin with Unit 1,  Activity 1,   and Effectiveness  Indicator 
1  (ijk"lll).    This step is done for both Red and Blue.     This produces only 
one row of engagement data;   therefore,   it is  necessary  that this  row's 
counterpart for all units be considered.     When j«! we are interested in 
personnel.     Furthermore,   for this example,   only  the Blue mix is of current 
interest;     therefore,   casting the existing data into a set of three rows by 
unit type allows  an analysis  across units. 

(c)     Construct an Array of Engagement Data versus Treatment 
Type.     For  the case selected,   fractional number of personnel lost,  we have 
(Figure 2-20): 

Fractional Number of 
Battle Units Personnel Lost 

1 
ALFA 1 Mech TF 0.053 
ALFA 2 Mech TF 0.058 
BRAVO Mech TF 0.107 
DELTA 1 Mech TF 0.045 
DELTA 2 Mech TF 0.045 
DELTA 3 Mech TF 0.0 

CHARLIE 1 Armor TF 0.035 
CHARLIE 2 Armor TF 0.136 

ALFA 3 Mech & Armor 0.008 
DELTA 4 Mech & Armor 0.168 

Figure 2-20.     Engagement Data versus Treatment Type 

An analysis  based  en a  fixed  unit  type  is  impossible,   as   it  presents  only 
a single  row of data;   therefore,  all engagement  results   for personnel are 
considered.  Thus, we  are  concerned with   the  111,   211,   and  311  data sets  and 
treat  them as  a single  set.     This  allows  an analysis   across  unit  types. 

(d)     Assign Ranks and Apply   the  Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA.     (Figure 
2-21.)     The  null   hypothesis: 

H   :     There  is   no  difference 
the  Blue  force mix is 

■  fractional  personnel  casualties  as 
ared, 

will be  tested against  its  alternative: 
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H,:     There is  a difference in fractional  personnel  casualties as 
the Blue force mix is altered. 

Units Ranks Assigned Rank Sums 

Mech TF 6 
7 
8 
5 
4 
1 

n^ =■ 6 

Rj^ = 31 

Armor TF 3 
9 

R2 - 12 

Mech & Armor 2 
10 

n3 = 2 

R3 = 12 

Figure 2-21.     Assignment of Ranks  for Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 

Calculation  then proceeds  as  follows: 

H =     12 
N(N+1)   i — 

3(Nfl) 

N =    n-j^ + n2 + n3 =• 10 

So: 

H = 12 
10(11) 

12 
10(11) 

(31)2 +  (12)2 +  (12)2 )    -3(11) 
6 2 2        ( 

j 304}-  33 =  33.2 -  33 =  0.2 

From Seigel   (reference  1),   Table C,   page  249,   it may be  seen  that  this null 
liypothesis must be  accepted.     The  inference here  is   that   if   there is a 
ditference  that should be  noted,   the model  output   is   insensitive  to  this 
difference.     Two  procedures   are  possible at   this  point.      It   is   possible  to 
establish a significance;  level     and accept or  reject   the  null  hypothesis. 
Conversely, it  is  possible   to assume  thit  the null  hypothesis  is  always 
rejected and use   the  value  of  H with Table C  to determine   the  significance 
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level o-   ,     In this  latter case   (which will be used extensively  in  this  test) 
the value of a represents   the probability of making an error when it is 
assumed that the null hypothesis must be rejected.    When we say "accept HQ," 
this  should be interpreted  to mean  that when we assume HQ should be rejected 
the  calculated value of a  is   too large to warrant rejection at any  level. 

(»^    Reiterate This Procedure Across All Effectiveness 
Indicators of Interest: 

1^    Using  the Blue organization as  a basis,   the  following 
results were extracted from the analysis: 

Percent of  Red personnel killed 

Percent of Red   tarks killed 

Percent Red APCs  killed 

Percent of Blue personnel killed 

Percent of Blue  tanks killed 

Percent of Blue APCs  killed 

Reject Hn at a = 0.001 

0 
- Accept H 

- Accept H 

- Accept H0 

- Accept HQ 

- Accept H 
0 

The   result  for Rpf' personnel seems  out of proportion when  considered with 
the  other results.    An error  in coding has been found in  the D1VTAG II 
casualty assessment scheme wherein the Red targets killed were not made 
absolute;   i.e.,  only  conditional Red casualties were calculated  in the part. 
This  error was  found in building  the new ground combat model  and  is  a possible 
reason for  the small value of a calculated for Red personnel.     To  reiterate, 
reject at Ü.001 means  that when we  reject the null hypothesis we have only 
a 0.0Ü1  chance of making an error. 

2.     For  these end of engagement  results we now consider 
the   Red organization.     The null hypothesis: 

H,:     There  is  no difference   in engagement outcome  across ^all Red 
organizations   tested, 

and   its  alternative: 

H,:     There  is  a difference   in engagement outcome  across  all Red 
organizations   tested, 

must  be  tested using  the Kruskal-Wallis Test.     Using standard  procedures   the 
following conclusions  can be  drawn  for  these data: 
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Percent of Red personnel killed   - Accept H 
0 

Percent of Red tanks killed 

Percent of Red APC killed 

- Accept H 
0 

- Reject H0 ata = 0.70 

Percent of Blue personnel killed  - Reject H ata" 0.70 

Percent of Blue tanks killed 

Percent of Blue APCs killed 

- Reject H0 at a= 0.30 

- Reject H0 at a = 0.20, 

From these results we may infer that if end of engagement data are used, 
there are more than seven chances in ten that the difference in Blue tank 
and APC losses as mirrored in the data array for Red, was caused by a 
difference in individual Red unit performance. Other inferences might be 
possible from further analysis of the data. 

(f) Pairwise Testing.  The next logical step would be to 
pairwise test the data to determine which Blue/Red unit was most effective. 
Unfortunately, there were not enough data to perform this test, as the 
Mann-Whitney U-test requires at least three entries in one row of the two 
sets to be tested. For this reason, three battle periods are recommended 
for future tests. 

(g) Other Analysis  Results: 

_!. The end of engagement results are Interesting but do 
not present the total picture of what occurred; therefore, the same data 
were used, along with the engagement length, to calculate kill rates and 
loss rates.  The data for Red use the null hypothesis: 

H :  There is no difference in rates due to organization or weapon 
Ü 

mix, 

and its alternative: 

H,:  There is a difference in rates due to organization or weapons 
mix. 

Results are as follows: 

Red personnel 

Red tanks 

.  Red APCs 

- Reject H at a = 0.02 J    0 

- Reject H at o - 0.10 

- Reject H0 at o = 0,50 
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Blue personnel 

ßlue tanks 

Blue APCs 

- Reject H at a - 0.02 

- Reject H at a = 0.02 

- Reject H at a = 0.15 

Even though an error in the calculation of Red casualties was noted, the 
fact that in all cases the significance level at which we are allowed to 
reject H« is small, requires that we infer that loss rate and casualty 
generation rate are in some way different as the Red unit type is changed. 
Because of the lack of data, this inference cannot be pursued to the point 
of determining which unit had the greatest impact. 

2.    Similar analysis of rates using Blue organization 
structure results in the following findings: 

Fraction Red personnel killed/unit time 

Fraction Red tanks killed/unit time 

Fraction Red APCs killed/unit time 

Fraction Blue personnel lost/unit time 

Fraction Blue tanks lost/unit time 

Fraction Blue APCs lost/unit time 

Reject H0 at o = 0.4 

Accept H 

Reject H at a = 0.05 
0 

Reject H at a =0.4 

Accept H 

Accept H 

0 

0 

The  only significant value of a  pertains   to  the rate of kill  of Red APCs. 
Ihis   result  is  evidently due  to   the  error  in Red casualty  calculations.     If 
not,   it   implies   that Red committed significantly more APCs   that eventually 
became  targets   than it  did either personnel or  tanks. 

2-     Oftentimes   the analyst/gamer is  interested in  the price 
lie  must   pay  in  terms of materiel   to acquire  a particular objective.     This  is 
calculated using exchange  ratios.     There  are  two   types  of  exchange   ratios. 
Hie  jbsolute  exchange  ratio  is   the  ratio of  Red  to Blue  casualties,  whereas 
the   relative   exchange   ratio  is   the   ratio  of  fraction of  Red  that become 
casualties   to   fraction of Blue   that  become   casualties.     We  begin with   the 
absolute  exchange   ratio.     For   the  Red  foice   the data yield   results   for  the 
li'l lowing null hypothesis: 

0 
There is no difference in absolute exchange rai '.o due to Red 
force structure, 

nd its alternative: 

There is a difference in absolute exchange ratio due to Red 
force structure. 
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The results for the data are: 

Re = Red personnel killed 
B    Blue personnel killed 

ZVrp 

—    =    Red tank killed 
B„, 

XAPC 

APC 

Blue tank killed 

Red APC killed 
Blue APC killed 

Reject H at a « 0.15 J    0 

- Accept H 
0 

Reject H at a = 0.015 

One should recall that these results are suspect because Red casualties were 
calculated incorrectly, however, they do support the methodology in that 
if there had been no error and these results had accrued, we would infer that 
for two of the three statistics there is an indication that performance data 
were influenced by organization structure. 

4^ Use cf the relative exchange ratio tests the tradeoffs 
made by a force.  In this case v,e are testing the hypothesis: 

H :  There is no difference in relative exchange ratio as the Blue 
organization changes, 

versus the alternative: 

H :  There is a difference in relative exchange ratio as the Blue 
organization changes. 

As may be seen, the conclusions are; 

Percent R 

Percent H 

-  Reject H at « = 0.25 

Percent k,, 
T 

Percent Bn 

- Accept H 0 

Percent R 
APC 

Percent B APC 

- Accept H 
0 

sincf a is large in each case the inference to be made is that there is no 
significant difference in the Blue performance as the Blue unit type is 
varied.  The error in the Red casualty calculation could have caused this 
set of results.  For Red the results are: 
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Percent Rc 
Percent B c 

Percent h: 
Percent BT 

Percent RAPC 
Percent BAPC 

-    Reject H    at a  =    0.07 
0 

-    Reject H    at a  =    0.15 J 0 

-    Reject H     at a  =    0.25 J 0 

Here  it  is  possible  to  reject  the null hypothesis with little probability 
of making an error when considering personnel;  however,  as  tanks and APC's 
are considered,   the inference  that  the  results  accrue as  the Red unit 
structure is  changed has  a successively larger probability of being in error. 

5^    We now consider  the  same data as  a function of  time 
and calculate  exchange ratio rates.     The null hypothesis: 

H  :     There is no difference in  rates due  to Blue force structure, 

versus  its  alternative: 

H.:     There  is  a difference in  races due  to Blue  force structure, 

was  tested.     The  results  are: 

Rc -    Reject  Hn at o  =    0.25 
Ü 

B 
c 

R -    Reject  H    at a   ^    0.25 
T 0 

D 

APC _    Reject  H    at o  =    0.40 
-— 0 
BAPC 

Those   results   are  undoubtedly  affected by   the inaccurate Red casualty 
calculation.     If  not,   due  to  the  large values of  o ,   the only  Inference 
possible   is   that  rates  of  exchange  could  become  a significant statistic. 

6^     After   these   data have been  analyzed,   some  inferences 
can be  made.      It  is  particularly  evident   that  the error in coding  the Red 
casualty   calculation had  impact on   these   findings.     Furthermore,   since  many 
null hypotheses wore accepted,  and nearly  all were accepted at  the  pre- 
determined level of o = 0.10,  we must  conclude   that  there i.o no significant 
Hi.fference  in  the effects of  the major weapons  systems assigned  the  Red  and 
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Blue organizations.     If this result  is unsuspected at the outset,  and is not 
judgmentally correct,  we must conclude that  the fire priority of  the weapons 
systems of interest does not vary significantly from one organization to the 
next.     This inference was verified  through a check of  the Red and Blue TOr 
data loads.    Further Inferences can be made.    For example,   there were two 
slightly different terrain types used in the 19~hour test period.    These 
types were considered by the gamers,  and both Red and Blue move  rates were 
adjusted to correct for this effect. 

(6) Last Combat Activity - Step 13.     Step 13 in the methodology flow 
represents a decision point at which a determination is made that all combat 
activities simulated for  the mission have been analyzed.     If not,   the flow 
returns   to Step 9,  and another activity is  analyzed.     If all combat activities 
have been analyzed,  the .aethodology proceeds  to Steps 14 and 15.     Since in 
the example period,  only one  combat activity was simulated,   the evaluation 
can move to succeeding steps. 

(7) Conduct Statistical Analysis Across Combat Activities -  Step 14. 
This step, which was not possible for the analysis example,  is addressed in 
detail  as Phases  II and III of the statistical analysis methodology.  Section 
III. 

(8) Conduct Subjective Analysis Across Combat Activities  -  Step  15. 
At this point in the evaluation, military analysts would conduct a subjective 
analysis of force performance in all combat activities engaged in during the 
mission.    This  analysis  draws  upon game records,  as well as  the statistical 
analyses,   reveals insights developed during game play,   and  tends   to place 
purely  statistical results  in perspective. 

(9) Sufficient Data - Step  16.     Step  16 represents  a decision point 
at which determination is made as  to whether  the combat activities  analyzed 
for  the single mission simulated provide a sufficient basis  for a summary of 
overall  force effectiveness.     If not,   the methodology  recycles  to Step  7, 
and a new force mission is simulated and its activities analyzed.     When 
sufficient data are obtained,   the  force effectiveness summary is  prepared, 
incorporating the results of any side analyses. 

(IG      Conduct Side Analyses  - Step  17.     Side analyses  are various 
tests  conducted apart  fron   the main  flow of  the game  to investigate areas 
of  interest more extensively  than is  possible during game play.     Several such 
analyses were conducted with data from the example period  to illustrate 
possible applications. 

(a)    Sensitivity Testing for Cobra Effects: 

1^    One side analysis application is  sensitivity  testing. 
For example,  since a portion of the Blue force used the Cobra,   it is of 
interest  to determine  the effect of  removal of the Cobra on  the effectiveness 
of Red and Blue organizations.     For purposes  of illustration  the number of 
kills  due to  the Cobra was extracted from the data.     The remaining data are 
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not meant to be characteristic of that which would result if the Cobra were 
pulled from the system and the simulation rerun (although such sensitivity 
LosLing must be performed in the future).  Instead, it was hoped that some 
further insight could be obtained as to whether total number of casualties 
or casualty rate would be of most importance when illustrating a difference 
in effectiveness. 

2_.    The hypotheses tested were: 

H : There is no difference in results due to Blue force structure, 

and its alternative: 

H :  There is a difference in results due to Blue force structure. 

The results were to accept H for every statistic. 

2.  These data were divided by the engagement times to 
test the null hypothesis: 

H :  There is no difference in rates due to Blue force structure. 

Results for the rates acquired were: 

Red personnel    - Reject H at o = 0.40 

Red tanks       - Reject H at a = 0.05 J    0 

Red APCs        - Accept H 

Blue personnel   - Reject Hn at a = 0.40 

Blue tanks      - Accept H 
0 

Blue APCs -    Accept HQ 

The inference in this  case is  that  Blue unit structure caused a significant 
difference  in  the number of  tanks  killed.     The other values  of n-  are  too 
large  to make a definitive statement.     The tank results  could have been due 
to  the error in Red casualty assessment. 

(b)    Sensitivity Testing for Terrain Differences: 

1.    Although DIVTAG II  is  relatively insensitive  to 
background  conditions,   the  fact  that  the battles ALFA and BRAVO were  fought 
over a   terrain which was not as  open as   that for battles CHARLIE and DELTA 
could be  a significant  factor.    Ai  mentioned abovp,  move rates  and other 
terrain dependent activities were gamer controlled.    This  control was 
essentially  all judgmental;   therefore,   it is of interest to see if  the  terrain 
type hid any  influence on the battle outcome. 
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_2. It is possible for Che analyst to check the outcome of 
engagements as a function of terrain by means of the Mann-Whitney U-test. 
figure 2-22 contains data for battles ALFA and BRAVO (terrain type I) and 
battles CHARLIE and DELTA (terrain type II). In this figure, entries compared 
include data for both mechanized and armor units. 

Terrain T-'pe Battle 
Fractional Number of 
Personnel Lost 

I ALFA 1 
ALFA 2 
BRAVO 

0.055 
0.058 
0.107 

II CHARLIE 1 
CHARLIE 2 
DELTA 1 
DELTA 2 

0.035 
0.136 
0.045 
0.045 

Figure 2-22. Engagement Results by Terrain Type 

_3. Following the procedure for the Mann-Whitney U-Test 
results in the set of ranks shown in Figure 2-23. 

Terrain Type Ranks Assigned Rank Sums 

I 4 
5 
6 

"I"3 

R1 - 15 

II 1 
7 
2.5 
2.5 

n2 * 4 

R2 - 13 

Figure 2-23. Assignment of Ranks for Mann-Whitney U-Test 

4_. By definition:  (for small samples) 

(n-L + 1) 

n, n2 + n1 - Ri 
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U,    =    3x4 +3x4-15    =3 
J.. 2 

U2 
S nln2 

(r- 
+ —^ 

>+l)n2 

2 
- R2 

u2 B 3x4 ■ f 4x5 
2 

- 13 = 9 

JK    Selecting the smallest U  (U,  = 3) and testing for 
significance by Table J,  page 271 of Selgel   (reference 1), we determine 
«   =0.2.    Carrying through with this  test for all percentage losses produces 
values for the significance level a .    In each case we test the hypothesis: 

H«:     There is no difference in results due to terrain variation, 

versus its alternative: 

H  :     There is a difference in results due to terrain variation. 

The results  are as follows: 

Blue personnel lost -      Reject H    at a = 0.20 

Blue  tanks lost -      Reject H    at a = 0.07 J    0 

Blue APCs lost       -  Reject H at a = 0.114 J 0 

Red personnel lost -      Reject H    at « ■ 0.196 

Red tanks lost -      Reject H_ at « «■ 0.429 J 0 

Red APCs  lost -      Reject H    at «  = 0.196 J    0 

6^. This Implies that there is indeed some effect due to 
a varying terrain. Since all data over the two terrain classes were considered, 
however, the difference may have been the result of the fact that different 
weapons mixes were used across the FEBA.  For this reason only mechanized heavy 
units were considered across these two terrain types. The data were insuffi- 
cient to consider armor heavy and a combination of the two. 

]_,    The null hypothesis: 

H :  For mechanized heavy units, terrain differences have no influence 
on engagement outcome, 

is to be tested against the alternative: 
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H : For mechanized heavy units, terrain differences have an 
influence on engagement outcome. 

The results: 

Blue personnel casualties - Reject H at « = 0.05 

Blue tank casualties - Reject K,, at a = 0.35 

Blue APC casualties - Reject H- at a =0.40 

Red personnel casualties - Reject H^ at a = 0.J5 

Red tank casualties       - Reject H at « = 0.35 
0 

Red APC casualties        - Reject H„ at a = 0.35 J    0 

indicate that there is indeed some terrain effect, but its significance is 
not as large as believed to be the case before the effects of varying 
weapons systems were removed. 

(11)  Prepare Overall Force Effectiveness Summary - Step 18.  This 
step of the evaluation methodology represents a synthesis of all statistical, 
subjective, and side analyses to determine overall force effectiveness.  The 
summary is oriented toward answering the analysis objectives guiding the 
entire evaluation.  A force effectiveness summary was obviously inappropriate 
for the analysis example, but a summary of the test findings is presented 
below for illustrative purposes. 

(a) A 19-hour DIVTAG II battle set was acquired for analysis 
in preliminary form.  This analysis was restricted somewhat by the lack of 
data; therefore, it is recommended that at least two, and possibly three, 
periods of 12-hour duration be run for experimental design purposes. 

(b) From the tests applied several inferences can be made. 
Important observations in this context are: 

1^ Red casualties have been calculated improperly. 

2^  In most instances there is very little difference in 
wt-apon system performance.  This indicates that major weapons systems do 
not differ appreciably from one mix to the next, or that the priorities of 
firing for each system have been constructed in such a manner that differences 
in veapon systems are not apparent, 

3^  It appears that kill rate and casualty rate are more 
significant statistics than "otal kills and totax casualties taken. 

(c) The analysis encountered difficulty in extracting data 
from the current version of DIVTAG II.  In this respect it is evident that 
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an efficient management information retrieval and display system (IRAÜS) 
must be constructed that will allow the extraction of all data of interest 
when a critical point (e.g., battle termination, reinforcement, withdrawal) 
is reached.  Likewise, battle termination and other critical points must be 
tested parametricaily. 
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Section V.    ORGANIZATION OF MODEL OUTPUT DATA 

13.     INTRODUCTION.     This section presents  the complete set of arrays showing 
the organization of output available fron; the DIVWAG model.     The purpose of 
their development is  discussed,   and examples  of  their use are provided. 

lb.    PURPOSE.     The wealth of performance data generated by  the DIVWAG model 
in a combat simulation provides  the basis  for  the entire evaluation method- 
ology.    On the other hand,   the evaluation is structured by the MOEs  and 
effectiveness  indicators  chosen to support  the analysis objectives;   thus,   an 
efficient and  logical method for selecting  the performance data tn quantify 
the designated MOEs  and effectiveness  indicators is  requisite to  the analysis 
methodology.     For  this  reason,  CSC-CDRO developed a complete set of organiza- 
tional arrays   for model output data keyed  to  the  requirements of  the MOE 
hierarchy. 

17. OUTPUT DATA ARRAYS.    The overall organisation of model output data  is 
shown in Figure 2-8,   repeated here as  Figure  2-2A  for reader convenience. 
Subsequent  figures,   2-25 through 2-44,  show  the organization of Blue and Red 
unit performance data and functional area and system performance data.     Using 
these arrays  as  a guide,   the analyst can select only  that data output  to 
support  the MOEs  and effectiveness indicators pertinent to his analysis. 
Other data could be  retained on computer storage devices  for subsequent  re- 
quirements or side analyses. 

18. EXAMPLE OF UTILITY: 

a. As an example of the utility of the model data output arrays, con- 
sider the requirement to quantify effectiveness indicators 1 and 2 supporting 
the mobility function: 

(1) Average speed (kilometers per hour) of all ground tactical 
movement by Blue (Red): 

(a) Maneuver battalions. 

(b) Field artillery battalions. 

(c) Engineer battelions. 

(2) Average speed (kilometers per hour) of all airmobile tactical 
muvements by Blue (Red): 

(a) Maneuver battalions. 

(b) Field artillery battalions. 

(c) Engineer battalions. 
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b. To quantify these two effectiveness Indicators the analyst refers 
to the output data organization for Blue and Red maneuver units, field 
artillery units, and engineer units, Figures 2-25 through 2-30.  From these 
arrays lie seJects the performance data packages for ground movement and 
airmobile movement (Indicated on the figures by broken lines). 

c. The formats in which the various performance data arrays are printed 
may be programmed according to the requirements of the specific force evalua- 
tion project.  Effectiveness indicators may require computer calculations in 
addition to those producing direct game output.  For example, effectiveness 
indicator 1 supporting the firepower function calls for the percent of all 
Red (Blue) personnel that became casualties as a result of Blue (Red) fire- 
power. The output data arrays for Blue personnel casualties and Red personnel 
casualties. Figures 2-31 and 2-32,represent the game data sources; but the 
computer must perform additional calculations to quantify the performance 
data into specific effectiveness indicators.  Figure 2-45 Is an example of a 
performance data array for firepower; the last entry in the personnel column 
provides the data to  quantify the effectiveness Indicator.  Performance data 
output may be arrayed in many different ways to quantify the effectiveness 
indicators selected to guide a specific analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPARISON METHODOLOGY 

Section I.  INTRODUCTION 

1. PURPOSE. This chapter describes a methodology for comparing the combat 
effectiveness of alternative division forces. The methodology must be used 
In conjunction with the evaluation methodology described in Chapter 2. 

2. ORGANIZATION. This introductory section provides background information 
relative to thp philosophy guiding methodology development. Subsequent sec- 
tions of this chapter present a step-by-step explanation of the methodology, 
from the receipt of input data, through subjective and statistical analytical 
procedures, to a synthesis culminating in a summary of relative force effec- 
tiven' ss. Emphasis is given to a description of the analytical procedures 
comprsing the statistical analysis steps. 

3. BACKGROUND: 

a. The comparison methodology is intended to be (1) an analytical tool 
by which any number of division forces may be compared and (2) applicable to 
data generated by a variety of techniques; e.g., simulations, war gaming, or 
field tests. It was developed independently of the DIVWAG model but in con- 
cert with the evaluation methodology described in Chapter 2. Application of 
the evaluation methodology produces the data to be used as input in the 
comparison methodology. 

b. The  objective of  the  comparison methodology  is  to provide  a series 
of standardized  techniques   that will aid  the  analyst in relating the combat 
effectiveness  of  two or more division forces.     A valid  comparison of alter- 
native division  forces  must be conducted by producing data in  a format  that 
will permit  the  examination of the  relative effectiveness  of  the  alternative 
division  forces.     Additionally,   the  comparison methodology must permit   the 
romparison of  alternative division forces within  the bounding parameters  of 
specified  mission,   threat,  and environment.     The  comparison methodology  must 
also be designed  to yield  an overall "most  effective"  force while  at  the  same 
time  accommodating  force comparisons  requiring more definitive measures  of 
effectiveness  such  as "most effective  against   tanks"  or "most effective  in 
acquiring  targets."    To  fulfill  the objectives   the methodology  must provide 
means  for: 

(1)     Identifying the objectives   for  the  comparison of  alternative 
division  forces   of  interest. 
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(2) Analyzing the composition of  the  forces  to be  compared; 
identifying any differences between threat,  doctrine,  and/or environmental 
conditions;   and establishing the bounding parameters  for  the  comparison of 
alternative  forces. 

(3) Developing an analytical scheme that will produce a quantitative 
and/or qualitative comparison of alternative division forces based upon the 
principal measures  of  effectiveness. 

(4) Acquiring data to which  the methodology will be  applied.     These 
data should  relate  directly to  the measures  of effectiveness used to evaluate 
single division  forces. 

(5) Presenting the data in a  format  to  facilitate  analysis. 

(6) Applying the appropriate combination of judgmental (subjective) 
and mathematical (objective) analyses required to compare forces on both the 
subordinate  unit   level  and  total  force  level. 
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Section II.     COMPARISON METHODOLOGY  DESCRIPTION 

A.     GENERAL CONCEPT OF COMPARISON METHODOLOGY: 

a. The  comparison methodology follows  a logical sequence of events  to 
arrive at  conclusions  regarding the relative effectiveness of alternative 
forces.     The process begins with a reexamination of   the objectives for the 
evaluation of each alternative force and other guidance normally provided 
by  the proponent agency,  such as  any specified essential elements of 
evaluation. 

b. The  comparison of alternative  forces proceeds  through a combination 
o-  subjective and statistical analyses similar to  those used for the evalu- 
ation methodology.     Since the evaluation methodology described  in the pre- 
ceding chapter  is,   in fact,  a comparison methodology  for constituents of a 
division,   the  logical  extension of the evaluation methodology is  to utilize 
the same basic procedures  to compare division forces.    The evaluation of a 
single force will have produced the overall effectiveness of the single 
force or  forces  in various  combat  activities  as well  as under various battle 
treatments;   therefore,   the next  logical step  is  to  apply,  as an element of  the 
comparison methodology,   the standard statistical  tests  to the  outcomes  of  each 
of  the single division  evaluations. 

c. The evaluation analysis  output  is  divided  into several data sets  for 
comparative evaluation.     For comparison purposes,  model output data and the 
evaluation analyses  are available for  the  alternative division forces.     The 
single force evaluation criteria are important since a valid comparison can 
be  made  only  after  the   forces of  interest have been  gamed so that data exist 
for  their participation in common combat  activities.     The basis  for comparison 
will be  the  effectiveness  indicators as produced in Chapter 2,  Evaluation 
Methodology.     These  indicators are sufficiently general so that  they can 
apply to any  force structure. 

r).     COMPARISON  METHODOLOGY PROCEDURES.     The  logic   flow for the   comparison 
methodology  is  shown by  Figure 3-1.     As  Indicated  therein,  the methodology 
contains  four major steps:     collection of data,   subjective analysis,  statis- 
tical analysis,   and  summarization of  comparisons. 

a. Collection of  data includes a reexamination  of the objectives   for  the 
evaluation of each  single  force  and the establishment  of  comparison objectives; 
comparison of  the  compositions of the  forces,   threats,  doctrine,  and environ- 
mental conditions;   and  development of  a format  for presentation of  the output 
data  from the  analysis  of  the alternative division  forces. 

b. The subjective  analysis  includes  the  comparison between the subordinate 
units/systems  of each   force using as  input data the  final set of  ranks produced 
through exercise of  the  evaluation methodology.     This  analysis  is described in 
Section III. 
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c. The statistical analysis Includes the comparisons between the forces 
as a whole and the subordinate units/systems of each force using as input 
data the model output data translated Into measures  of effectiveness and 
effectiveness indicators.    This analysis is described In Section IV. 

d. The summarization of comparisons includes a synthesis of the analyses 
conducted and presentation of data for the decision maker.     This summarization 
is  described in Section V. 
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Section III.     SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS 

6. INTRODUCTION.    This section presents the details of the subjective 
analysis procedures applied in the  comparison methodology.    The subjective 
analysis uulllzes  the  final  ranks;  i.e.,  ordinal data,   produced through 
exercise of the evaluation methodology.    The ranks were extracted from 
the data for each force by testing to determine if differences in the game 
data output between forces were statistically significant.    The ranks pertain 
to type units and type systems;   therefore,  a direct numerical comparison 
by inspection of existing subordinate unit ranks indicates the relative 
value of that unit when considered as a part of the total force.    This type 
comparison is not conclusive with regard to total force effectiveness; 
however,  such comparisons are provided as input to the statistical analysis 
since they are valuable in allowing the analyst to draw conclusions from 
which may be formulated null hypotheses for testing through statistical 
analysis. 

7. OUTPUT DATA ARRAYS: 

a.    A war game,  utilizing a model such as DIVWAG, will produce data 
relating to the strengths and weaknesses of the constituent units and 
systems of a division force.    The application of the evaluation methodology 
described in Chapter 2 produces both ranks  (ordinal data)  and subjective 
analyses for each constituent unit or system of the force and permits 
comparison between units or systems;  i.e., an intraforce comparison.    On 
the other hand,  the subjective analysis portion of the comparison methodology, 
the final output data arrays for type combat units,  selected combat support 
units,  and type systems are compared between fcrces;   i.e.,  an interforce 
comparison.    The data arrays by unit type with systems  constant produced in 
the single force analysis are exemplified in Figure 3-2.    A similar data 
array is produced for each force analyzed using the evaluation methodology. 

^N^Unit Type 

Activity Type^\>^ 

Tank Heavy 
Battalion 
Task Force 

Mechanized 
Heavy 

Battalion 
Task Force 

Armored 
Cavalry 
Squadron 

Aerial 
Artillery 
Battalion ...  N 

Attack 1 2 3 3 X 

Defense 2 4 4 1 X 

Covering Force 3 3 1 4 X 

Delay 
 1 

4 1 2 2 X 

Figure 3-2.    Example of Final Ranks for Type Unit by Activity Type 
for One Division Force 
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b.     S.'miiar data arrays  are produced in each force analysis by holding 
Liu"  type system constant and ranking  the data across combat activity.    This 
type of array is depicted in Figure 3-3. 

^^^^^^^        System Type 

Activity Type*-"-^^^ M60A1 XM803 AH-1G ...N             | 

Attack 2 4 1 X 

Defense 4 3 4 x           1 
Covering Force 1 1 2 x             \ 

Delay 3 2 3 X                 j 

Figure  3-3.    Example of  Final Ranks  for Type System by Activity 
Type for One Division Force 

c.    These two types of data arrays provide the basic input data for the 
subjective analysis. 

8.     CONDUCT OF SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS.    The subjective analysis  can be best 
explained by reference to Figure  3-4, which shows a series of steps providing 
a  logical  flow for evaluating  the data. 

a. Output Arrays by Ranks - Step 1.    The exercise of the evaluation 
metliodology for each force produces a series of data arrays by type maneuver 
unit  (e.g.,  mechanized infantry)   and by type systems  (e.g.,  Cobra (AH-1G)) 
for each force as explained In the preceding paragraph.    The first step in 
the  analysis  is  to group  the set of arrays  for division  forces  into common 
sets,  one by type unit and one by type system, preserving the identification 
of   the data set with its associated division force. 

b. Select a Unit Type  for Each Force - Step 2.    The analysis  first 
utilizes   the final ranks for typt units across combat activities for 
division forces.    One of the  type units  from the array is selected for 
analysis. 

c. Array Unit Type Ranks  for Each  Force - Step  3.     Once a unit  type is 
selected,   the data are arrayed by  ranks  for each division  force and combat 
activity.     An example of such an array is shown in Figure  3-5. 
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^""^.^   Force Type 

Activity TypS'^^^ 

Tank Heavy 
Battölion Task Force 

Division 
Force 1 

Division 
Force 2 

Attack 

Defcase 

Covering Force 

Dels'.y 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

4 

3 

2 

Figure 3-5. 'ixample Array for One Unit Type Across Combat 
Activities for Two Division Forces 

d. Compare Ranks for Each Force by Inspection - Step 4.  If a single 
unit; e.g., a tank heavy battalion task force, has ranks such as those 
shown in Figure 3-5, the inference may be made that the tank heavy battalion 
task forces are equally effective in the attack and equally effective in 
covering force activities, but that the tank heavy units in Force 1 are more 
effective in the defense than are those in Force 2. Likewise, the tank 
heavy unit types in Force 2 are more effective in the delay than are those in 
Force 1. 

e. All Unit Types Considered - Step 5. After completing the analysis 
for a single type unit, Steps 2 through 4 are repeated until all type units 
have been inspected. The analysis in Steps 2 through 5 will allow the 
analyst to gain insights and inferences about the contribution of type units 
to the combat effectiveness of each force. 

f. Testing System Types - Step 6.  The purpose of this step is to 
decide if additional information concerning insight into the relative 
effectiveness of system types within units is required.  If the answer is 
yes, proceed to Step 7.  If the answer is no, then Steps 7 thrragh 10 are 
bypassed, and results are synthesized (Step 11). 

8« Select a System Type for Each Force - Step 7. Insights into the 
contributions of the systems to each type unit are required; therefore, 
after exhausting all cases in Steps 2 through 5, a system type Is selected 
within type units across combat activities. 

h. Array System Type Ranks for Each Force - Step 8. Once a system 
type is selected, the data are arrayed by ranks for each division force and 
combat activity. An example of such an array is shown in Figure J-6. 
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"^^—^^^    Force Type 

Activity Type"^  ^^^ 
M60A1 

Force 1 Force 2 

Attack 

Defend 

Covering Force 

Delay 

2 

4 

3 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Figure 3-6. Example Ordinal Ranks for the M60A1 System Type 
in Two Different Force Structures Across Combat 
Activities 

i.    Compare Ranks for Each System Between Forces by Inspection - Step 9. 
If a siugle system type,   e.g., M60A1, has ranks such as  those depicted in 
Figure 3-6,  the conclusion,  by Inspection,  is  that the M60A1 is more 
effective in the attack when used with Force 2.    Likewise,  It is   more 
effective in the defense  with Force 2 than with Force 1. 

j. All System Types Considered ? - Step 10. After completing the 
analysis for a single system. Steps 6 through 9 are repeated until all 
system types have been considered. 

k.    Synthesize Results - Step 11.    The results of the analysis are 
synthesized to determine why  the units performed as  they did and to evaluate 
the military significance of any  trends and variations detected;   thus, unit 
strengths and weaknesses  and,   therefore,  force structure strengths and 
weaknesses may be related directly to the differences between forces based 
on units and systems.    This  review includes an examination of the battlefield 
background conditions,   the missions assigned to the subordinate units being 
analyzed,  and the orders  given to  then for the performance of  those missions. 
The synthesis process allows the aualyst to make comparisons  that have more 
than a purely judgmental basis.    These comparisons are expressed as inferences 
and  insights into  the reasons  for differences in performance of the two 
forces.     (Insights are defined as  intuitive observations not completely 
supported by available game data.)     The review culminates  in a summary 
statement of how the subordinate units and systems performed in the particular 
combat activity analyzed and why they performed as they did.    These summary 
statements are provided as narrative input to the summary analysis of the 
comparison of the force. 
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1.     Select iJull Hypothesis  - Step 12.    The results of  the subjective 
analysis  are not conclusive with  regard to force effectiveness between units 
and systems.    The inferences  drawn from the inspection of  the ranks will 
allow   Llie selection of null hypotheses  for testing in the statistical 
analysis.     For example,  an inference  that might be drawn from the analysis 
is  that  there is no difference between the effectiveness of  the M60A1 tank 
in Force 1 and Force 2.    This is a hypothesis that can be tested readily 
in the statistical analysis.    Each hypothesis postulated is provided as 
input to the statistical analysis. 
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Section IV.     STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

9.     INTRODUCTION.     This section presents  the details of the statistical 
analysis  procedures applied in the  force comparison methodology.     The 
statistical analysis is used to compare  (1)  subordinate unit performance 
during a single type combat activity,   (2)  subordinate unit performance 
across  all  combat activities,   and  (3)   aggregated subordinate unit data 
(brigade and division level)   as   total  forces.    This section describes  the 
data output arrays produced from the play of each division force game, 
the  technique whereby data for  the alternative forces  can be combined,   the 
technique  for analysis  of subordinate unit performance,  and  techniques  for 
comparisons of forces  at brigade  and division levels. 

10. OBJECTIVES: 

a. The objective of  the statistical analysis  is  to present a coherent 
and  logical mathematical basis  for the  comparison of  the effectiveness of 
division forces. 

b. The statistical analysis within  the comparison methodology  is  an 
approach  to determining comparative and significant strengths  and weaknesses 
between force structures  and to assisting an analyst in understanding what 
occurred during the war game so  that proper inferences can be  drawn  to 
assist  in  the decision making process. 

11.     GAME  DATA ARRAYS: 

a. The output from the conduct of  a war game presents  a myriad of data 
to   t"he  analyst.    These  data must be  reduced before logical  conclusions and 
proper  inferences  can be drawn. 

b. The utilization of war gaming data as a technique  for making 
decisions  proceeds by  properly  segregating the data and applying  tests  to 
reduce  the overwhelming amount of  initial data into manageable sets.    These 
sets   can be used by  the analyst   to  compare unit effectiveness,   system 
effectiveness,  and,  eventually,   total  force effectiveness.     This  process 
can be  thought of as an effort  to make  the decision maker's work more 
tenable. 

c. The  totality of data from a combat simulation can be visualized 
using Figure 3-7, where: 

i = unit  type 
J = effectiveness  indicator 
k * combat  activity   type 

ijk represents  the  three  types, 
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d. Each subscripted * Lock of  Figure  3-7 contains engagement data  for 
a selected unit type,  a selected activity  type,  and a selected effectiveness 
indicator.     This  form of presentation mentions only unit  type;  however, 
every unit  type has unit peculiar systems that enable that unit  to  function 
in its  assigned  role.    The collection of all unit  type data infers   that 
system  type data will be available for each unit type;   thus,   for system 
performance   (e.g.,  firepower systems,   intelligence gathering systems,  and 
command service support systems),   the words "unit type" may be  replaced 
by  "system type."    After such a substitution,   the methodology may be used 
to determine  the relative impact of different systems on force effectiveness. 

e. In a similar vein,   one should   note  that j  pertains  to effectiveness 
indicator.     Recall  (from Chapter  2)   that secondary measures of effectiveness 
pertain  to different functions of land  combat and that the effectiveness 
indicators  are mathematical  entities  supporting the secondary MOE.     Thus, 
effectiveness  indicators are presented by  functional area,  and it is  possible 
to  consider each  functional  area  independently of any other.     Likewise,   it 
is   possible  to  consider an evaluation of  the subordinate elements  of a 
aingle  force across all functional areas. 

f. As  an illustration of  these points,   an array equivalent  to Figure 
J-7  is  presented in Figure  3-8.     Evidently,   if such an array is  available 
for each  force,   a number of  direct force  comparisons  can be made both 
subjectively  and statistically. 

12.     FILLING THE DATA ARRAY.    The process whereby a single game data array is 
constructed  is  described herein.     Although  the array will be  filled using 
computer  techniques,  and the information of interest for each  analysis 
extracted  through a computerized management  information system,   it should 
not  be  inferred  that every block of  the data array will be filled.     This 
occurs  by  design because some units   (and systems)  are designed  to  function 
in  a single  rola.    Combat service support units,   for example,   seldom engage 
the  enemy;   thus,   they have little  chance  to contribute directly   (by  creating 
enemy  casualties)   to  the firepower function of  the units  active in combat. They 
may,   however,   take losses due to  area  fires  and air strikes.     When  this 
occurs,   their  losses will be assessed  as would any other unit under  fire. 
Additionally,   other units never will engage  the enemy due  to  their deployment. 
In  this  case,   an array displaying  their effectiveness data will have no 
entry  in  the  firepower  function block.     Conversely,   units  responsible  for 
the  initial engagement will have  few,   if  any,  entries  in the combat service 
support  portion of the array.    The entries  in the array are  inserted at 
different   times  as a game progresses because  the demand for various   functions 
of   combat  is   time dependent. 

a.     The  exact dimensions  of an array necessary  to accommodate  the 
available evaluation data cannot be predetermined;  however,  an estimate 
can be made. 
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(1) A  typical  24-hour DIVTAG II  output set  contained 25 engagements 
and five distinct weapon mixes.     (The 25 engagements were obtained using 
the  rule  that each  time a reinforcement  occurred,   a new engagement started.) 
Using  the 15 effectiveness indicators of  the  firepower function,   there are 
(25)   (5)   (15) ä 2  x  10    possible data entries  per day of combat activity. 

(2) The number of data entries may be  further expanded across  all 
types of  combat activities into,  at most,   four other groupings,  so  that 
(a2 x  lO-1)   (4)ä.8 x 10    entries could occur per day of simulated activity. 
For 14  days  of activity,   this mass  of data is  not  amenable to subjective 
analysis;   however,   using the evaluation methodology Phase I  (one-way ANOVA), 
it  is  possible  to meaningfully reduce  the data to a manageable size. 

b. If  the activity is  fixed there are 350  data points  for a  14-day game 
period  for each  effectiveness indicator and weapon mix.    The one-way ANOVA 
reduces   these  350  entries  to a set of five ranks.     Each of five weapon mixes 
is  ranked for each  firepower effectiveness indicator considered.     In Phase 
II  (two-way ANOVA)   the resulting arrav of  75  entries  (ranking of  five 
weapon mixes  for  15 effectiveness  indicators)   is  reduced to a single set 
of weapon mix rankings.     The final  result is  approximately a 5 x 10^  fold 
reduction in  the  data  that must be evaluated by  the analyst. 

c. Although   the  large size of  the original data arrays may appear  to 
be a disadvantage,   it is  this large size  that assures  the analyst  that-   the 
applied statistical  procedures have  their maximum power and efficiency. 

ii.     COMPARISON  TYPES.     Three  types   of  comparisons  should be conducted: 
subordinate  unit  type comparisons by  functional area,  system type  comparisons 
by  functional area,   and  total  force  comparisons. 

a. Subordinate  Unit Type Comparisons by  Functional Area.    Unit  types 
within each  force  can be compared between forces  to determine  their relative 
effectiveness within each functional area of  land  combat  for each  combat 
activity.     This  comparison is described in Paragraph 14. 

b. Type System Comparisons by  Functional Area.     Type systems within 
each force  can be  compared between  forces   to determine  their relative 
effectiveness within each functional area of  land  combat for each  combat 
activity.     This  comparison is discussed  in Paragraph  15. 

c. Total  Force Comparisons.    Direct  comparisons between total  force 
structures  can be  conducted using the procedures  and techniques described in 
Paragraph 16. 
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14.     SUliORDINATE  UNIT TYPE COMPARISON BY FUNCTIONAL AREA: 

a. Discussion.     For  this comparison of forces  the emphasis is upon 
the determination of  the force structure that is most effective as  the 
functional area of  land  combat is held constant.     Because of differences 
in force structure,  doctrine,  threat,  and background conditions,   there will 
seldom be the same unit  type for each  function  as  the type  force is  changed, 
Such a disparity  is allowed in the methodology because of the well defined, 
yet general,  effectiveness indicators  that have been established for each 
functional area of  combat.    The play of  the war game will produce a data 
array for each  force as  depicted in Figure  3-9.     These two arrays  are 
combined for purposes of analysis into a single array where each entry of 
the new array is  coded using an ordered pair  (a,   i)  where a indicates  the 
division force structure and i^ represents   the unit  type.    This is  done so 
each force will have distinct subordinate units  in  the analysis. 

b. Application of  Statistical Analysis.     The statistical analyses may 
be best explained with  reference to Figure  3-10,  which shows  the logic flow 
of  the analysis. 

(1) Collect sets  of game output data  (one set for each force) . 

(2) Select a functional area. 

(3) From each  set of game output data extract  the subsets of 
effectiveness  indicators  by unit type  for every  combat activity. 

(4) Select one  activity  type. 

(5) Select one unit type. 

(6) Select one effectiveness  indicator  to be tested and construct 
an array of  engagement data versus units  in the  two  forces.    A typical 
array  is  shown in Figure  3-11. 

(7)     For  the array  constructed,   assign ranks  and apply  the Kruskal- 
Wallls  one-way ANOVA followed by  the Mann Whitney U~Test.    This will give 
a set of  ranks such  that  each unit of  this   type has  a rank for effectiveness 
indicator 1.     This  set  of  ranks is  recorded.    At  uhis point one null hypothesis 
(i.e, il o: All  units  perform equally well  regardless  of  force and unit 
structure)  has been formulated by subjective inference and tested.     Application 
of  the  one-way ANOVA will produce a single  column of  ranks  for  this effective- 
ness indicator as  shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure  3-10.     Logic  Flow for the Statistical Analysis 
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^^   Engagement 
^v   Data 

Force ^s. 
and     ^^ 
Unit (a,i)  ^s^ ALFA BRAVO CHARLIE DELTA 

(1, 1) Data Data Data Data 

(1, 2) Data Data Data Data 

(1, 3) Data Data Data Data 

(1, 4) Data Data Data Data 

(1, 5) Data Data Data Data 

(2, 1) Data Data Data Data 

(2, 2) Data Data Data Data 

(2, 3) Data Data Data Data 

(2, 4) Data Data Data Data 

Figure 3-11.     Data Array for Unit Types  from Two Forces by 
Engagement for One Effectiveness  Indicator 
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^^^^^     Effectiveness 
^^^s^^   Indicator 

Force and ^^^^ Effectiveness 
Unit Type (a, ^^^s^^ Indicator (1) 

(1. 1) Rank 

(1, 2) Rank 

(1, 3) Rank 

(1. 4) Rank 

(1, 5) Rank 

(2. 1) Rank 

(2, 2) Rank 

(2, 3) Rank 

(2, 4) Rank 

■i^ure   i-12.     Ranks  for One Effectiveness   Indicator  for 
Unit Types 
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(8) Proceed to effectiveness Indicator type 2 for unit type 1 and 
activity type 1. For the resulting data set (ijk = 121) apply the logic 
presented in Step 7.  Reiterate the procedure for each effectiveness 
indicator. 

(9) After exhausting the set of effectiveness indicators for unit 
type 1 and activity type 1, collect the ranks into an array of units versus 
effectiveness indicator. This type array is presented as Figure 3-13. 

^v.          Effectiveness 
^^^^   Indicator 

Force and    ^s. 
Unit  (a,i)          ^^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(1.  1) 

(1.   2) 

(1.   3) 

(1,  4) 

(1.   5) 

(2,   1) 
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Figure 3-13. Ranks by Effectiveness Indicator for Unit Types 
and Fixed Activity. 

(10) Apply the Freidman two-way AN0VA and the Mann Whitney two-way 
test.  This will produce a single column of ranks for this activity and 
function as shown in Figure 3-14. 
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"^^v^^   Activity 

Force ands''''\^ 
Unit (a.i)   ^^«»^^^ Attack 

(1. 1) 7 

(1. 2) 6 

(1, 3) 9 

(1, 4) 1 

(1, 5) 2 

(2, 1) 3 

(2, 2) 5 

(2, 3) 4 

(2, 4) 8 

Figure 3-14.    Final Ranks by Unit Type Produced for One Activity 

(11) Reiterate  through  all unit  types. 

(12) Next,   change activity type and reiterate Steps  5  through 11. 

(13) Construct  an array  of unit  ranks  for each  activity  type. 
Figure  3-15  is an example of  ranks  using   one functional  area,  the activities 
noted,   and  the assumption  that enough data exist to ensure  that  each  unit 
participated in each activity.     The  rank entries are arbitrary  and are  for 
purposes  of illustration only. 

(14) Change  functional areas and  repeat Steps   3  through  13.     The 
results of  this analysis will be an array across units  and activities  for 
each   functional area as depicted  in Figure 3-16.    Thus,   each  secondary 
measure of  effectiveness   (i.e.,  a  function of land combat)  will have been 
addressed separately,  and a direct  comparison of subordinate unit effectiveness 
can be made between force structures. 
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1 ,s\v^    Activity 

| Force an^^^ 
i Unit (a, i)^^.^^ Attack Defend 

Wi thdraw/ 
Delay 

Covering | 
Force  j 

(1, 1) 7 2 1 1    j 

(1, 2) 6 6 2 3    | 

|      t1'   3> 9 3 4 
2    1 

|      (1, 4) 1 4 3 4 

i        (1, 5) 2 5 6 5    j 

(2. 1) 3 1 7 6 

(2,   2) 5 7 5 7    | 

'?, 3) 4 9 8 8    ! 

j       (2, 4) 8 b 9 9 

Figure  3-15.     Ranks   for One Function Across All Participating 
Units  and All Activities 
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Intelligence and Control 

Combat Service Support 

Mobility 

Firepower 

^^^^   Activity Type 

Force and      ^^^^^^ 
Unit  (a.i)              ^""^^ Attack Defend 

Withdraw/ 
Delay 

Covering 
Force 

(1. 1) 7 2 1 1 

(1. 2) 6 6 2 3 

(1, 3) 9 3 4 2 

(1. 4) 1 4 3 4 

(1.  5) 2 5 6 5 

(2,  1) 3 1 7 6 

(2,  2) 5 7 5 7 — 

(2,  3) 4 9 8 8 

(2, 4) 8 8 'J 9 
^^ 

Figure 3-16.  Ranks for Unit Types by Combat Activity for 
Functional Area 
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15.  TYPE SYSTEM COMPARISONS BY FUNCTIONAL AREA: 

a.  The play of the war game will produce data arrayed by system types, 
effectiveness indicators, and combat activity. Examples of the arrays for 
two division forces are presented in Figure 3-17. The difference in this 
figure and the example given in Figure 3-9 is that the i^ axis now contains 
data pertaining to i.ypes of systems. The two arrays in Figure 3-17 are 
combined for purposes of analysis into a single array where each entry of 
the new array is coded using an ordered pair (a, i) where a indicates the 
division force structure and 1. represents the system type. The comparison 
of two forces is conducted using the logic flow in Figure 3-10 and the 
procedures in Paragraph 14b by changing the words "unit type" to "system 
type."  The result of this analysis will be an array of system types versus 
combat activities for each of the functional areas of land combat. These 
arrays are presented in Figure 3-18. 

Intelligence and Control 

Combat Service Support 

Mobility 

Firepower 
i 

^v.           Activity 

Force anoN. 
System Type ^s. 
(a,i)                     ^\ Attack. Defend 

Withdraw/ 
Delay 

Covering 
Force 

(1.   1) 7 2 1 1 

(1,   2) 6 6 2 3 

(1,   3) 9 3 4 2 

(1.   4j 1 4 3 4 

(1.   5) 2 S 6 5 

(2,   1) 3 1 7 6 

(2.   2) 5 7 5 7 —1 

(2,   3) 4 9 8 8 — 

(2.  4) 8 8 9 9 

Figure 3-18. Ranks of System Types by Combat Activity for 
Each Functional Area 
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b.     This  analysis will provide a  test  of  the null hypothesis  concerning 
systems  postulated in the subjective analyses and a summary which  includes: 

(1) A listing of  the identified strengths and weaknesses with an 
assessment of  their significance: 

(a) Where the strengths and weaknesses are peculiar to a 
single  functional area. 

(b) Where the strengths and weaknesses extend across  two or 
more functional areas. 

(2) A comparison of all insights  derived from the comparison of 
systems by  combat activity, with consistencies and inconsistencies  identified. 

16.     SING1E   BRIGADE FORCE COMPARISONS: 

a. The statistical analysis presented  to this point has considered 
examples wherein the battalion was  the resolution element,  or smallest 
subordinate unit  type worthy of  consideration.    The methodology is not 
restricted  to  this  level of aggregation and may be applied  to any higher 
level of  resolution such as  companies  and platoons.     Similarly,   the methodology 
may be utilized at lower resolution levels such as brigade and division 
force  levels.     This paragraph  treats brigade level comparisons both within 
a single force and across forces.    The treatment across forces considers only 
two  forces;   however,   it may be generalized  to consider any number of  force 
structures. 

b. Consider a single battle common to both forces, which occurs  during 
a fixed amount of  time,   and assume,for example purposes,  that  the forces 
engage a common threat.    The scale in time will be carried in the computer 
as discrete,  yet ordered,   time increments.     Conceptually,   the data in this 
file may be represented by a single line;   and an X on that line represents 
a change in events such as  reinforcement,  withdrawal,   loss  of all of a major 
weapons  system,  or any other significant event.     The interval t"0  to  t"t, 
la  the  first increment,   t=t1  to  t=t2  is  the second increment,  etc.,   as 
shown in Figure  3-19.     Incremental time phasing of  this  type is possible 
for each battalion level  encounter.     Using a situation similar to  that 
analyzed  in Chapter 2,   there are four battalion level encounters  constituting 
two brigade  level encounters.    Thus,   four  files of significant times must 
be kept.     The data set for the two brigades  and  the division may be uniquely 
related  to  these files. 
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t=0 

Figure 3-19. Conceptual Time Increment Line 

c. Data on file for battalions may be used to construct a data file 
for each brigade.  The technique is one whereby the two fries are combined 
ar. will be illustrated for Brigade 1 of Force 1. Consider Blue personnel 
casualties and their time dependence within each battalion.  Since two files 
are of interest there will be two data sets, as shown in Figure 3-20.  In 
this figure ABC (t^, t.) is a notation used for convenience.  The A implies 
that battle ALFA is iitiportant., BC indicates that Blue casualties are under 
consideration, and the pair (t., t.) indicates the time interval for the 
battle of interest.  Similarly, BBC, indicates that in the fourth time 
increment of battle BRAVO the value of Blue casualties is of interest. 
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tigure  3-20. 
Time Dependent Casualty Generation for Battles 
ALFA and BRAVO 
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1.  TUe number oi casualties for the first brigade in each interval can 
I)L' cxLr.icLed from the data on file.  For example, during the interval 
t=ü to t=ti the total number of Brigade 1 casualties is Ci = ABCCO^t ) + 
liliC(() ,t ).  For the increment ^t„ the number Co has a value equal to 
the number of Blue casualties that occur in Battle ALFA from ti to t plus 
the number in Battle BRAVÜ from t to t ; i.e., C = ABCCt^t ) + 
liliC(t|.t2). 1    ^        I I    1> 

e. These numbers can be used to calculate a rate for each time interval 
At.  This is accomplished by division and produces seven casualty rates: 

At, 

r„ 
At, 

At- 

At- 

Similarly,   rates   for battles    CHARLIE and DELTA   (Brigade 2)   can be acquired. 

f.     The next step in the analysis  lies  in  the comparison of  rates  for 
two brigades.     The logical flow for this  comparison is illustrated by 
Figure 3-21.     Stepwise,   the procedure used is  to: 

(1) Acquire  game output data for the brigades  to be compared. 

(2) Select  a brigade and battalion. 

(3) Order all points  in time where  a significant event occurs. 

(4) Select  an effectiveness  indicator. 
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GAME OUTPUT DATA 
BY FUNCTIONAL AREA 
FOR EACH FORCE 

FIX EFFECTIVENESS 
INDICATOR AND 
6R0UP DATA 
BY FORCE 

FIX FORCE AND 
CALCULATE MEAN RATE 

FOR EACH TIME 
INCREMENT 

^ALL^ 
FORCESX NO 

vCONSIDEREC 

ASSIGN RANKS AND 
APPLY MANN WHITNEY 

TEST 

APPLY FRIEDMAN AND 
MANN WHITNEY 
TWO WAY ANOVA 

TO EXTRACT 
FINAL  RANKS 

LIST FINAL 
RANK FOR 

EACH FORCE 

Figure   3-21.     Logic Flow  for Aggregated Unit Compart~ons 
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(5) Calculate the value of this indicator in each time increment. 

(6) Draw a line; i.e., create a computerized file of ordered data, 
noting each event and the numerical mean value of the effectiveness 
Indicator. 

(7) Is this the last battalion of interest? 

(a) If no/, change to another battalion, note the time 
dependence of the effectiveness indicator and go to (5). 

(b) If yes, continue. 

(8) Draw each  line   (or create a data file)  with  rates and  times 
noted for each battalion. 

(9) Combine battalion rates  into a single brigade  rate. 

(10) Iterate Steps  2  through 9  until all brigade  rates have been 
extracted. 

(11) Record  rates  for Brigades 1 and 2  (Figure  3-22). 

| Brigade 1 Rl 
R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 

Brigade 2 rl r2 r3 r4 
r 
5 

r6 r7 

Figure  3-22.     Rates  for Brigades  1 and 2 

(12) Assign ranks  to  rate data. 

(13) Aoply   the Mann-Whitney  test  to determine  the most effective 
brigade. 

(14) Note  the  final brigade  rank. 

(15) If  last effectiveness indicator,  go to  (17). 

(16) Change  effectiviness  indicator and go  to  (4) . 

(17) Array  the  ranks   for each brigade by  effectiveness  indicator. 

(18) Apply  Friedman   two-way ANOVA  to  test hypothesis HQ:     NO 
difference in brigades  for  this  force. 
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(19)     IT  the null hypothesis must be rejected apply  the Mann-Whitney 
two-way  test  to determine  the most effective brigade. 

g.    The  result oi   this  comparison will be a set of  ranks  by  functional 
area for  the brigades of each  force as Illustrated in Figure  3-23.    With 
these  ranks a subjective analysis  of force dependent brigade performance 
can be initiated. 

"^"■^Function 
Force ""^s^^^ Firepower Mobility 

Intel & 
Control 

Combat Service 
Support 

Brigade 1 

Brigade 2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

Force I 

^^Function 
Force ^Nvvv-^ Firepower Mobility 

Intel f. 
Control 

Combat Service 
Support 

Brigade 1 

Brigade 2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

Force II 

Figure  3-23. Ranks  for Constituent Brigades  of 
Each Force Across  Functional Areas 

17.     BRIGADE COMPARISON ACROSS   FORCES: 

a.    To be consistent with past comparative methodology  treatments it 
is  now desirable  that  the analysis of brigade performance be  carried out 
across  forces.     The procedure  for this  comparison is,   except  for two steps, 
exactly  the same as  that presented in paragraph 16f.     The difference occurs 
at  Step  11.    At  this  point  the analysis of brigades  produces  an array 
similar to  that shown in Figure  3-24. 
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Figure  3-24.     Brigade   Rates 

The new or different steps  are: 

(1) Step  11a.     Record rates  for brigades across  Forces  I and II. 

(2) Step  13a.    Apply  the Kruskal-Wallis  and Mann-Whitney one-way 
ANOVA  to  the data presented. 

b.     The results of  this  analysis will be a set of brigade  ranks across 
forces.     If B..   is  used to  represent Brigade i in Force j,  and it is assumed 
that only  two brigades  are  important  for each force,   the methodology will 
produce a typical set of  ranks  as  illustrated in Figure  3-25  for  two forces. 

""^Tunction 
Intel & Combat 

Force ^"^v^ Firepower Mobility Control Svc Spt 

B11 
2 1 2 1 

Bi2 
1 2 1 3 

B21 
4 3 3 2 

B22 3 4 4 4 

Figure  3-25.     Brigade  Ranks by Functional A.ea Across   Forces 
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I a,     TOTAL FUKCK CÜMPAIUSÜNS: 

,i.     The iiicLliodoJogy  for  the comparison of  two forces differs  from Lli.iL 
jueseated for tlie brigade level comparison within a single force in that it 
is necessary that total Torce data and rates be used rather than brigade 
data.    Total force data are acquired by summing the contributions of subordi- 
nate battalions.    Thus,   it is necessary that a file for the total force be 
created from the battle  (battalion level) files.    Proceeding as before, 
there are now four files  (or lines)   that must be aggregated.    For Blue 
personnel casualties there will be a situation similar to that depicted in 
Figure 3-26.    Total casualties during the increment Atj^ are Ci  ■= ABC(0,,t,) 
+ BBC(01,t1) + 030(0-,,^) + DBC(01,t1).    The  rate lor this  interval is 
C^/ At-,   as before,    hvery  time interval has a uaique rate associated with 
It,  and the set of rates now pertain to the entire force. 

b.     The comparison of  two forces by functional area proceeds as did 
the  comparison of  two brigades within a single force.     The verbal flow 
presented in paragraph 16f must be modified only slightly  to accommodate 
this  alteration.     The logical flow remains unaltered.     Verbally,   the flow 
Is  as  follows  (assuming only  two force are of interest): 

(1)    Acquire game data for the forces  to be compared and select a 
functional area of interest. 

< t 

(2) From battalion data files note significant  times. 

(3) Order all  times  from smallest to largest:     t, < t?<: to-c t. 

(4) Calculate the first rate using ABC(01,t1) + BBC^O^t,) + 
CaC(01,t1) + DBC(01,t1)-f- At1    =    rj^. 1 

(5) Note in which battle  t« occurs  (assume battle CHARLIE). 

(6) Determine  the  number of casualties  in each battle  from  time 
L.   to  time  to, 

(7) Calculate  the  rate of casualty generation using ABC^jjtn) + 
BüC(ti,t2)  + CliC(t1,t2)  + DBC(t1,t2) f   At    =    r2. ' 

(8) Iterate  through  all  time  intervals, 

(9) Record  rates. 

(10) Change  to Force  II and repeat Steps 2  through 9. 

(11) Assign ranks  to  rate data. 
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Figure 3-26.    Time Dependent Casualty Generation  for Four Battles 
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(12) Apply Mann-Whitney test to determine the most effective force. 

(13) Note the rank for each force for tiiis effectiveness indicator. 

(14) Repeat Steps 4 through 13 for all effectiveness indicators in 
this functional area. 

(15)  Array ranks by effectiveness indicator for this functional 
area, 

(16) Apply Freidman two-way ANOVA to  test hypothesis Hn:     No 
difference  in forces. 

(17) If  necessary  to  reject  HQ,   apply   the Mann-Whitney   two-way 
test   to determine  the most effective force. 

(18) iterate  through all  functional areas. 

c.     One  should note  that when  subordinate unit data are aggregated  to 
total   force  data,   and  the  analysis   applied,   there will be iroduced a set 
of   ranks  as   illustrated  in Figure   3-27. 

P^v^Function Intelligence Combat   Service 
Force ^^"v. Firepower Mobility and Control Support                     j 

Force   1 1 1 1 2                             j 

Force   ii 2 2 2 1                            i 

Figure  3-27.     Total   Force  Ranks  by  Functional Area 

d.     To summarize the  types  of  analyses which will be carried  out,   the 
ipp roach   is   one  of  aggregating  subordinate  unit  data  to acquire   a set  of  total 

force  and  time  dependent data that   may be  analyzed  after  combination with 
Like  sets   from other  forces.     The  analysis  of aggregated data  allows   furtiier 
in,ul   to   the  overall  summary  analysis  presented  in  the  next  section.     Also, 
since   this   type  of  analysis   tends   to  relegate  a particularly  outstanding 
perlonuance  of  a single subordinate  unit   to a portion of  the  data  considered, 
rather   than  considering  that  unit   as  a member of  a  certain class  of  units, 
Lne   interaction of   the subordinate with a weak  threat   (which  produced   its 
outstanding   performance  data)   will   be   "masked."     Such   an  occurrence   is 
desirable  because  the   treatment  of   total   force data across  forces  must 
indicate when  total  iorce superiority   is   really  due  to  the  performance  of 
a superior subordinate unit of  a  given   type. 
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Section V,     SUMMARY ANALYSIS 

19.     INTRODUCTIüN.     This   section presents   the  tecliniques   by whicli  ail 
available subjective  and  statistical analytical data are  assembled,   synthesized, 
and analyzed  to compare   the combat effectiveness of alternative division 
forces.     It should be  recognized  that throughout  the application of  the 
evaluation and comparison methodologies,  a succession of subjective and 
statistical  techniques  and schemes have been applied  to gain qualitative and 
quantitative insights  into  the  effectiveness of division forces and  their 
major constituent elements.     The principal technique of  the cummary analysis, 
then,   is   to relate  and compare  analytical  results  and  to make considered 
judgments  as   to   the   relative merits  of alternative  jforces. 

2U.     SUMMARIZATION OF COMPARISONS.     As  a complement   to  techniques  used in 
preceding sections  of  this  chapter,  quantitative and qualitative performance 
data are assembled for final subjective analysis.     These data relate to unit 
and system types,   to  combat activities  in which forces  engage,  and to functions 
of  land combat  associated with both unit/system types  and  combat activities. 
The subjective analysis  is  conducted in the following sequence: 

a.     Primary Measure  of Effectiveness.     Each division  force that has been 
subjected to gaming and analysis  is  first judged upon  the  degree of successful 
execution of assigned mission.     Where alternative  forces  have all been 
successful in mission accomplishment,  key indicators  of  the degree of success 
are  arrayed to  provide  a basis  for force comparison.     Examples of key indica- 
tors  are:     time  to execute mission as a function of  time  required;   the gain 
(loss)  of key  terrain as  a  function of  the mission;   and  total number and 
hourly  rate of Red   (Blue)   personnel  casualties,   tank  losses,   and attack 
helicopter losses in  those  cases where the Blue  (Red)  mission specified 
attrition or destruction of enemy  forces. 

(1)    Alternative  forces   that have  failed  to accomplish  their assigned 
missions  are examined  in  a manner similar  to  that  used  for mission-successful 
forces;  however,   the  principal  thrust of  the analysis  is   to  identify reasons 
lor  nonaccomplishment  as  well  as   to  analyze  the  comparative  degree of 
•iccomplishment   (i.e.,   identify  the  force  that was  most  nearly successful  in 
.u'complishing  its  mission  and determine why). 

(2)    A   force   that  has been mission-successful may  not  necessarily 
be   the most   combat-effective  force  overall,   and special  attention must be 
paid  tu  the analytical  techniques  employed  to ensure  that   the  combat 
elfectiveness  of  each  force was  not unduly  influenced by  one or a small 
number of dominant or unbalanced parameters/factors. 

(J)     The  capability  of   the  forces  to continue   to  function in an 
assigned mission is demonstrated by  the residual status  of  the  force.     Residual 
status ol   units   is  indicated by  personnel strength  as  a percent of authorized 
,rid  key equipment item strength  as  a percent of authorized.     The utilization 
"l    the  residual status  indicates whether the  force would be  capable of  further 
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acLivities  uf  the   type,   frequency,   and intensity  beyond   that  point   in  time 
when  the game ceased. 

I).     Secondary  Measures   of   Effectiveness: 

(1) The next step  in  the summary analysis  is   to  isolate   the 
subjective information and statistical data by secondary measure  of 
effectiveness   (land  combat  functional  area).    Within  each   functional area, 
similar and significant data relating  to each division force  are  arrayed 
in order  that judgments  and  conclusions  relating  to  functional  area 
performance may be  reached.     Conflicting data are  recognized,   analyzed,   and 
re'-oived.     Where more finite  comparisons  are necessary,  graphical  presenta- 
tions  and aggregated key   information  (e.g.,   killer-victim matrices)  will be 
disp1ayed  to support specific judgments.     The sp   ;ific  contribution of units 
and  systems   to  total  force  effectiveness will be  clearly  indicated.     In 
some  comparisons,   it may  become  necessary  to develop  a fine  structure to 
the  functional area and  thereby   re-examine effectiveness  indicators  as 
producing  insights   into  comparative  force effectiveness. 

(2) Unusual events   and  data sets   that were not  amendable   to  the 
mathematical  comparison methodology  due  to a lack of  equivalent  data for 
both   forces will be presented  and submitted  to  thorough subjective  analysis 
to  determine  the degree of  impact  carried by  that portion  of   the  data. 
Similarly, when  trends  appear  at  one  level of aggregation but  are not 
specifically notable at other levels,   this portion of  the  analysis must 
point  out  those differences  and  analyze  reasons   for  the  lack of  conformity. 
Any   lack of equivalent  trends  must be  explained by arguments   pertaining  to 
the size of  data sets  available,   the sensitivity  of   the mathematical model 
that simulates   the area of  combat,   and any  force-peculiar gamer   >.   chnique 
by which   the mod^l  for  the area of  interest was  utilized. 

c. Side Analyses.     The  results  of any side  analyses  conducted separately 
from  the main flow of   the  game will be synthesized.     The scope and magnitude 
ol   a  side  analyses   can vary;   for example,   if  the  dynamic  play  of   the game 
did  not  simulate   the  functions   of  command,   control,   and  communication  (C^), 
a  study   could be made   to  determine   the adequacy of  (P within  the   force being 
gained  under  the  various  situations   developed in  dynamic play.     The  results 
of   the  side  analyses  should be  subjectively  reviewed,   integrated   in  the 
ippropriate  analyses,   and  presented   to assist  the  decision maker. 

d. Significant i.xternal Factors. Factors external to the actual flow 
"I analysis will be presented, and their influence on combat effectiveness 
,; i li   be   analysed  and  documented.      These   factors   may   include,   but   are  not 
1imiLed   to: 

(1)     Threat.     Differences   in  threat on  the subordinate  unit  level 
may  cause  an outstanding  performance  or an extremely  poor  performance of 
a   type  unit.     When  this   is   the   case,   the data  for upposing   forces  will be 
arrayed  according  to   the   threat   faced and  the statistical  analyses   used  to 
determine  if  the difference  in  performance was  due  to  a  threat  difference, 
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Using   tliis   type of systematic approach,   the  force performance data will be 
analyzed across background conditions,  and inferences will be  tested with 
regard  to  the  effect on game output  of every condition modeled. 

(2) Environmental Conditions.     The game  results, when compared, 
can lead  to  large discrepancies between similar forces  due primarily  to 
widely  varying environmental conditions.     These discrepancies  in force 
performance will be reflected in the data,   the ranks  for subordinate units, 
and  the  ranks  assigned across brigades  and across division forces.     Such 
differences  in unit,  system,   and total  force performance may be  related  for 
the background environmental  conditions;   i.e.,  differences  in  terrain 
roughness,  differences in light level and vegetation,   and differences  in 
prevailing weather conditions. All  data with contradictory  inferences will 
be synthesized  to determine  if  these  types  of background conditions were 
a significant external factor to the results developed in the analyses. 

(3) Reliability/Acceptability of Data.    The reliability  and 
acceptability of data used in  the study must be highlighted since  the 
uncertainty  associated with  these data may drive the conclusions  of  the study. 
Examples  of quantitative uncertainties  are hit-kill probabilities,  equipment 
availability  rates,  ammunition expenditure  rates,  and  reliability statements. 
The  results  of sensitivity analyses,  which determine if  the  results  are 
sensitive  to  the values assigned,  must be understood as  an influencing  factor 
in making decisions. 

(4) Intuitive Judgment.    Judgment is used throughout an analysis 
in  the  same manner as in the making of an estimate of  the situation or a 
staff  estimate.     It is necessary in  any analysis  to use educated guesses  and 
intuitive judgment.    These educated guesses  and judgments should be  identified 
so  that   their impact on the conclusions  and  recommendations  are  "^sible. 

e.     Conclusions  and Recommendations: 

(1) The conclusions  of  the study will consider all  the  pertinent 
material  and data,  and the constraints of  the study will be  recognized and 
considered  in preparing the conclusions.     The types of  constraints,   such  as 
inadequate data base,  criticality of  assumptions,  criticality of  uncertainties, 
and validity of  the model,  will be  clearly pointed out.     The conclusions 
will specifically address   the  force  evaluation objective  for which  the study 
was  conducted. 

(2) Recommendations will be  derived logically  from the data 
contained  in  the study.     Recommendations   for future war games,   analyses,   and 
studies   that would facilitiate  force  comparisca will be provided. 
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